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ABSTRACT 

 

 One of the primary aspects of Hare Krishna worship is the practice of kirtan, or 

the musical chanting of sacred texts with particular emphasis on the Maha Mantra, a 

mantra composed of names for Krishna.  Devotees teach that chanting Krishna’s name 

constitutes a literal communion with him.  Adding music to the chanting of these sacred 

words adds a dimension of beauty and celebration reflective of the personality of 

Krishna, who is known as “the All-Attractive.”  This thesis explores three aspects of Hare 

Krishna kirtan.  First is the theological aspect of kirtan, the system of beliefs which give 

purpose to the practice of chant.  Next is the personal, experiential aspect of kirtan, 

including the emotional intensity of the music, its ability to develop a sense of 

relationship between devotee and deity, and its potential as a transformative experience, 

lifting the devotee from the mundane physical world to the realm of spiritual experience.  

Last is the social aspect of kirtan, as chanting is used to spread the message of Krishna 

Consciousness and to provide opportunities for members of different social and religious 

groups to celebrate together.  I will focus on the musical activities at the Sri Sri Radha 

Krishna temple in Spanish Fork, Utah, in order to demonstrate the power of music as a 

catalyst for religious experience and an agent of transformation for individuals and 

communities.   
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INTRODUCTION: 

ENCOUNTERING KRISHNA 

 

 On a particular weekend in March 2006, several friends and I, all students at 

Brigham Young University, drove down to the nearby town of Spanish Fork, Utah, for 

the annual Festival of Colors at the Hare Krishna temple.  Posters for the event had been 

up all over BYU campus for weeks, and directions to the temple were simple: just get on 

Main Street leading out of Spanish Fork and keep driving.  There was no need for further 

directions: it was impossible to miss, in the midst of rural Utah farmland, the gorgeous 

white marble temple, intricately sculpted and designed after the Hindu temples of 

Rajasthan, India.  My friends and I, all active members of the Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-Day Saints, had all been to visit the Hare Krishnas several times in the past for 

various events like Festival of India and Llama Fest, and we knew that the temple was 

beautiful, that we enjoyed talking about philosophy and religion with the devotees there, 

and that temple events were a good chance to lose ourselves and our inhibitions and 

enjoy trying something new. 

 Several thousand other people, mostly students from BYU and nearby Utah 

Valley State College, milled about buying packets of colored paint powder for the 

crowning event of the festival: the burning of Holika and the throwing of the colors.  At 

sunset in the center of the lot surrounding the temple, a giant effigy of a demoness was 

set on fire, and as she went up in flames, we all dug into our packets of paint powder and 

began flinging it every which way, as the entire event disappeared in a chaos of pink, 

purple, blue, green, and orange paint.  On a stage at the side of the crowd a rock band was 

playing, and the sound of their music was almost buried in the initial flurry of paint-

throwing, but as our bags began to empty, the cloud began to settle, and perhaps we grew 

a little weary of sneezing fuchsia, the music took center stage, so to speak.   

 The text of the music was a repetitive mantra that was easy for the crowd to pick 

up: “Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare….” and the musicians in 

the band—a lead singer, electric guitars, and drum kit—otherwise sounded like standard 

rock festival fare.  The literally colorful crowd sang along enthusiastically, dancing, 

moshing, and crowd surfing to the music—I noticed a few of my friends looking as if 
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they couldn’t jump high enough or sing loud enough, interspersing verses of the mantra 

with exclamations like “praise the Lord!”  At some point, the heavens opened and the 

crowd of barefoot, muddy, paint-bespattered college students sloshed through the rain, 

forming a massive conga line around the bonfire where Holika had been reduced to 

ashes.  “This is just like Mormon Woodstock!” one of my friends shouted as we bounced 

past each other–“Or, I mean, Hare Krishna Woodstock!” she corrected herself as she 

passed by.  The energy of the crowd never seemed to dissipate, even as the performance 

stretched long into the night.   

 On another particular weekend, a few months later, my friends and I returned to 

the Hare Krishna temple.  This time there was no festival, but a group of teenagers from a 

Hare Krishna temple in California had come to visit, and a handful of people gathered for 

a short lecture and singing in their honor.  During the lecture we heard stories about great 

devotees chanting the names of God, and at the time I took in very little of it.  But when 

the storytelling was done, a girl began to sing the Hare Krishna mantra, her clear, 

piercing voice ornamenting a long, haunting melody, and the effect was electrifying.  The 

other devotees joined in and they alternated verses.  The melody became increasingly 

ornamented, and then the singer shifted into another and another, all of them deeply 

expressive, and when the music was over, I wondered where I would hear anything that 

beautiful again.  My friends were also deeply affected by the music, and as the program 

ended, we walked out to the temple porch with some of the young devotees. We talked 

until long after the temple was closed, sharing ideas and beliefs in an hour of newfound 

friendship, and found that the differences between us were insignificant in comparison 

with the things we shared, each of us seeking in our different ways to create a personal 

relationship with a single divine being whom we perceived in terms of overwhelming 

compassion.   

 Two evenings spent singing sacred chants at the Hare Krishna temple presented 

two very different styles of musical experience—one loud, crowded, and intense, the 

other quieter and more personally affecting—and yet both demonstrated the power of 

Hare Krishna chant to bring forth very intense emotions, in individuals and in sometimes 

very different groups of people brought together by the music.    
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Purpose 

 Both of the experiences described above were marked by the use of music as a 

catalyst toward religious experience and an agent of transformation, which is the central 

focus of this thesis.   Religious adherents sometimes find themselves negotiating certain 

tensions: between inhabiting a physical body and world and attempting to transcend it; 

between the structures of their religious organizations and a desire to break down those 

structures and embrace very different people in a state of what Victor Turner called 

“communitas” (Turner 1969).  Music performed at the Hare Krishna temple operates to 

temporarily resolve these tensions, by bringing together the physical and the spiritual, and 

by bringing together people from disparate backgrounds, and it is the purpose of this 

thesis to illuminate that process. 

 Hare Krishnas, the largest group of adherents to Vaishnava Hinduism outside of 

India, are perhaps best known for the exuberant chanting of devotees, in private and in 

public.  Chanting is a Hare Krishna’s most fundamental act of worship, based on the 

belief that the act of speaking Krishna’s name invokes his literal presence.  The addition 

of music to this chanting, called kirtan, introduces elements of beauty and celebration to 

the worship of God through Krishna, who is often characterized as the All-Attractive, and 

whose pastimes involve dancing and playing musical instruments.  Furthermore, the 

performance of ecstatic music provides a vehicle for spreading not only the message of 

Krishna Consciousness, but also, according to devotees, the presence of Krishna himself.  

This thesis explores kirtan as it operates at three levels of religious experience—the 

theological, personal, and social. I will present philosophies surrounding music and 

experiences with ecstatic chant as shared by devotees at a Hare Krishna temple in 

Spanish Fork, Utah, as well as some ways in which this unique group of devotees uses 

music to share beliefs and negotiate relationships with their neighbors in a predominantly 

Christian community.  At heart this thesis is, as was stated above, an exploration of music 

as a catalyst for religious experience and a vehicle toward transformation—of individuals 

as they develop spiritual feeling, and of social groups as they develop a sense of 

sisterhood and brotherhood.   

 The thesis will be divided into three chapters.  In chapter one, I will explain the 

theological bases for Hare Krishna chant, touching on Hindu beliefs about sacred sound, 
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the adoration of Krishna, the fundamental doctrines underlying the practice of chant and 

the development of the Hare Krishna movement.  I will describe kirtan performance at 

the lotus temple in detail in chapter two, where I will explore the personal, experiential 

nature of chant.  I will set out some of the stories of individual devotees as they 

encountered kirtan, and will discuss kirtan as a vehicle to relate to Krishna and as 

embodied sacral experience.  Chapter three will deal with the social aspects of chant, 

discussing the community surrounding the lotus temple, particularly the relationship 

between the Hare Krishnas and their Mormon neighbors.  I will explain how this 

Mormon-Krishna dynamic has shaped the musical activities of the temple, and discuss 

some of the implications of Krishna chant as it acts to bind communities together.   

 

Background and Significance 

 The International Society for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), more popularly 

known as the Hare Krishna movement, was founded in the mid-1960’s in New York City 

by Bengali guru Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Prabhupada, who brought Gaudiya 

Vaishnavism, or the worship of Krishna, to America at the urging of his own spiritual 

master.  The pattern for Hare Krishna worship was largely set by the Bhakti Yoga 

movement and particularly the teaching of the fifteenth-century saint Caitanya, who 

promoted God-consciousness largely through ecstatic singing and dancing.  Bhakti Yoga, 

or the yoga of devotion, involves several activities, the most important of which is 

chanting the names of God in the form of the Maha Mantra: 

Hare Krishna / Hare Krishna 

Krishna Krishna / Hare Hare 

Hare Rama / Hare Rama 

Rama Rama / Hare Hare 

 

Devotees believe that Krishna is not separate from his name, and the act of 

speaking God’s name invokes his actual presence, hence there is a desire not only to 

chant in private among fellow devotees, but also in public for the benefit of all who 

listen.  Kirtan, or group singing of the Maha Mantra and other sacred texts, accompanies 

many ritual observances.  Kirtan most often draws on the materials of Indian classical 
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music, but may be performed in altogether different musical genres, such as rock or 

reggae.   

 The Sri Sri Radha Krishna Temple, or lotus temple, in Spanish Fork, Utah, offers 

chant as worship for its own devotees, but is also particularly active in using festivals and 

public media to present Gaudiya Vaishnavism to the surrounding Christian community.  

Established by Caru Das and Vaibhavi Devi in the 1980’s, the temple offers Sunday 

worship, daily tours, a heavily trafficked internet site including an online discussion 

board, a 24-hour internet radio station, classes in yoga and classical Indian dance, and 

several annual festivals which draw thousands of visitors.   

Events at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna Temple are subject to a complex layering of 

cultural influences, beginning with the placement of Indian religious ideas and practices 

in an American setting.  One intriguing aspect of worship there is the interaction of 

Krishnas and Christians.  Spanish Fork, Utah, is a small community dominated by the 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, popularly nicknamed the Mormons (a name 

which I will use interchangeably with “Latter Day Saints”).  The Christian influence in 

Spanish Fork is strengthened by the presence of a large population of mostly Latter Day 

Saint students at Brigham Young University in nearby Provo.  There are many 

differences both in scriptural and practiced theology between the two faiths and yet a 

strong social relationship exists between the two religious communities.  Although chant 

is absent from Latter Day Saint practiced theology, Mormons still emphasize the 

importance of music in bringing the worshipper into communion with God, and this is 

one reason that temple festivals attract large, mostly Mormon crowds who participate 

enthusiastically in large-scale kirtans.   

 The music of Krishna consciousness itself is a fascinating topic.  An examination 

of music in the Spanish Fork Hare Krishna community provides some particularly rich 

opportunities for exploring the theological, experiential, and social dimensions of chant.   

 

Review of Literature 
 

 While little has been written about the musical practices of Hare Krishnas in 

America, those practices draw on a long, broad, and well-documented tradition of Indian 

music which has been subsequently transplanted into America.  My research is situated 
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within a scholarly discourse about music, faith, and society, which includes musical 

analyses, doctrinal texts, and histories of the Bhakti Yoga and Hare Krishna movements.  

 An abundance of musicological literature surrounds Indian music; the literature 

which best explains the relationship between music and theology explores the concept of 

nada, what Lewis Rowell in his important work on the relationship between Indian music 

and philosophy calls “primordial sound” as “the creative energy of the universe” (Rowell, 

1998: 45), or “sacred” and “transcendental” sound (Slawek 1998; Henry 2002; Beck 

2004) that functions as a “direct link with the sacred realm” (Gelberg 1983:84) and a 

pantheon of gods associated with musical instruments (Henry 1998; Sathianathan 1996; 

Smith 1996).    

The manner in which one experiences sound is important to its use in religious 

worship, and scholars of Indian music describe musical practices which are undertaken to 

promote “special states of consciousness” (Henry 2002: 50) or even utilize a kind of 

magic power through music to “benefit the welfare of the whole world” (Slawek 1998: 

82-85). This is particularly significant when sung names for deity become what Edwin 

Bryant terms “perpetually accessible sonic avatara” (Bryant 2007:15-16) and Neal 

Delmonico calls “an enduring appendage of Krishna in the world” (Delmonico 2007: 

551).   The musical performance of these names becomes a ritual act demonstrating love 

and longing for Krishna (Poddar 1941; Archer 1957; Dimock 1966; Singer 1966; Bjorkan 

1990; Khandelwal 2003; Haberman 2007; Schweig 2007; Clooney 2007). Furthermore, 

contact with Krishna through the senses, in this case through hearing, has a purifying 

effect on the body and spirit of the devotee (Judah 1974; Poling and Kenney 1986; Beck 

2004; Knott 2004; Delmonico 2007).   

Milton Singer, who wrote extensively on music and Krishna worship in India in 

the 1960’s, identifies two major purposes for music-as-worship in Hinduism, one of 

which is this salvific effect of Krishna-love, the other of which is “reducing the 

consciousness of caste, sect, and regional differences” (Singer 1966:121). The bhakti 

movement which introduced kirtan as a form of worship was a popular movement 

breaking away from the overly ritualized practices of the time (Slawek, 1998:77), a 

movement which was, for our purposes, most clearly centered in the personality of 

Caitanya (Dimock 1966; Stillson 1974; Gelberg 1983; Bjorkan 1990; Sathianathan 1996; 
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Delmonico 2007).  While drawing a direct correlation between kirtan practice and 

egalitarian social currents can be problematic, kirtan has continued to be associated, both 

historically speaking and in current practice, with an ideal of brotherhood which erases 

social distinctions and brings disparate groups together in unified communities (Charles 

1989; Henry 1991; Shantsheela 1996).   

The history of Krishna worship as it came to America in the form of the Hare 

Krishna movement has been written about from several different perspectives, most 

having to do with its status among American religions and the appeal of egalitarian 

practices such as kirtan to participants in the 1960’s counterculture who saw their own 

society as “devoid of philosophy and language addressed to the nonintellectual, the 

irrational, and the mystical” (Daner 1976:2; see also Rochford 1985; Poling, 1986; 

Bromley and Shinn, 1989; Hopkins 1989). The practice of chant and other religious 

activities constituted withdrawal from a “material world” characterized by precisely those 

things American youth of the 1960’s protested: secularism, educational and governmental 

authority (Judah 1974), and satisfied a “world-saver” instinct some identified among 

Hare Krishna converts (Poling and Kenney 1986).   

  Indian music, Hindu theology, music in Hindu theology, and the sociology of 

American religion have yielded some fascinating discourses.  The goal of this thesis is to 

bring these threads together to show how ancient philosophies of music have relevance 

today among Americans seeking meaningful religious and musical experience. 

 

Theory  

The intertwined theological, experiential, and social dimensions of Hare Krishna 

chant form the theoretical framework of this thesis. In The Study of Ethnomusicology, 

Bruno Nettl names two major functions of music within society: one, to “control 

humanity’s relationship with the supernatural,” and two, “to support the integrity of 

individual social groups” (Nettl 2003: 253).  Both of these come into play in Hare 

Krishna chant. There is also a rich body of scriptural, theological, and sociocultural 

literature that informs this study. Simultaneously, there is a complexity to approaching 

this topic that is often overlooked when researchers or practitioners equivocate between 
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these areas of knowledge (i.e. the scriptural, theological, and sociocultural).  This point is 

highlighted in the following statement from Benjamin Koen: 

In any research or discussion that concerns religion, especially one of the major 

world religions or the cultures, people, or individuals that practice them, it is 

important to distinguish at the outset between that which is scriptural and that 

which is expressed or practiced by people.  This proceeds from the concept of 

covenant and the premise that the scripture of a religion (i.e. the revealed word of 

God) is viewed as divine and therefore infallible. Theology then, is the human 

attempt to better understand God and human relationship to the Divine. The best 

theology in my estimation is linked to and emerges from revealed scripture, and is 

guided by a covenant if one exists in a given religion.  However, theology, praxis, 

and cultural expression are fallible and cannot be viewed in the same light as 

revealed scripture. While theology, personal and community expression of beliefs 

are key to understanding culture, what is paramount is to clarify in which domain 

one working in and not to equivocate from the fallible to the infallible. That is, 

what exists in culture and human expression is not the arbiter of scripture; and 

while personal and cultural expression is an important aspect of sociocultural 

studies, scholars must be mindful not uphold culture or human understanding as 

the standard by which to measure the Divine, including the word of God. 

(Benjamin D. Koen, personal communication (August 24, 2008) 

 

While this thesis explores aspects of scripture, it is primarily concerned with cultural 

expression and human understanding, rather than authoritative interpretation based on an 

explicit covenant. Therefore, the discussions here of theology and cultural expression, 

whether personal or collective should not be interpreted to be equal with scripture, nor 

should individual perspectives and beliefs be taken as authoritative with respect to Hindu 

or Christian scripture. 

The theology of Hare Krishna chant begins with the identification of sound with 

the animating life force of the universe, and the production of human vocal sound with 

“an invocation to the gods” (Rowell 1992: 36-37).  In Hindu theology, Krishna is 

especially identified with musical sound. When beautiful, exuberant music is combined 

with the chanting of sacred words, what has been termed “Krishna in vibratory form” 

(Bryant 2007:15-16), a special aesthetic emerges that is expressive of the beauty and 

celebratory enjoyment that is associated with Krishna.   

Meena Khandelwal, in her work with Hindu sannyasinis, has written of the need 

for ethnographers to demonstrate “how abstract theological and philosophical ideas are 

interpreted by individuals and reenacted in everyday situations,” and “the relevance of 
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abstract philosophical concepts for contemporary people” (Khandelwal 2004:12).  The 

goal of the next chapter of this thesis to make the theological personal, to place the 

philosophy of Krishna Consciousness within individual bodies and individual 

experiences.  While Hare Krishnas teach that matter is illusory and the body must be 

transcended by the spirit, Kim Knott specifies that the body, in spite of its transitory 

nature, “is there to enable the soul to experience service to God.  The opportunity of 

human embodiment is to be treasured for providing this occasion for liberation” (Knott 

2004:295).  Thomas Csordas asserts that “the most immediate and concrete means of 

persuading people of the reality of divine power is to involve their bodies” (Csordas 

2002:30).  He refers to embodied religious experience as a “breakthrough” of meaning 

“to the sensory, emotional, inter-subjective reality of the present moment…the 

unmediated, unpremeditated, spontaneous or unrehearsed upwelling of raw existence” 

and sets out “the anthropological challenge…not to capture experience but to give access 

to experience as the meaningfulness of meaning” (Csordas 2002:2).  Music can be an 

important vehicle in this process of embodiment, acting “as a bridge between the physical 

and spiritual dimensions of life” (Koen 2004:101; see also Koen 2003).  This thesis will 

explore chant as embodied experience meant to draw the individual, through the senses, 

into a relationship with Krishna.    

 The final chapter of this thesis will explore music as it operates in the creation of 

communities.  John Blacking, in his landmark work How Musical is Man?, describes 

music as an interaction involving the “sharing [of] that which is in the human body and 

which is universal to all men” (Blacking 1973:111).  In his work on South Indian 

religious chant Edward O. Henry writes that “the phenomena of rhythm and the mutual 

coordination of voices are keys to the process of the individual-group relationship” 

(Henry 1998: 116), himself building on A. R. Radcliffe-Brown’s assertion in The 

Andaman Islanders that music and dance are “a means of uniting individuals into a 

harmonious whole and at the same time making them actually and intensely experience 

their relation to that unity of which they are members”(ibid. 117-18).  As was mentioned 

earlier, one of the great purposes of kirtan, dating to its introduction as a form of worship, 

is the dissolving of social boundaries based on class, gender, and sect.  While the kirtans 

performed by American Hare Krishna devotees may not mediate across the same kinds of 
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social divisions found among Indian Vaishnavas, they still create a sense of communitas 

which erases social boundaries—in the case of the Utah temple, that between the local 

Hindu and Christian communities.  My research will build on this understanding of the 

socially binding effects of music and dance, as expressed by participatory kirtans 

involving both devotees and non-devotees in acts of that “cultural creativity” which 

Blacking perceives as “the consciousness that springs from social cooperation and loving 

interaction” (Blacking 1973:115).     

 

Methodology 

This thesis is an ethnographic project based on participant observation of worship 

and festivals among devotees at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna Temple during the summer of 

2007, as well as analysis of interviews and recordings.  In order to locate what Csordas 

calls “experience as the meaningfulness of meaning” (Csordas 2002:2), I focused on the 

individual and on the experiential.  Given the importance of understanding experience 

and meaning in Hare Krishna worship, my primary methods were participant-observation 

at ceremonies and festivals, interviews, and informal interactions with temple residents.  I 

also gleaned information from participation in an online forum and observations of the 

temple’s internet radio station, website, and even the building itself.   

The theological aspect of Hare Krishna chant can certainly be approached through 

reading the Bhagavad Gita and the works of Srila Prabhupada. Additionally, the Sri Sri 

Radha Krishna temple itself, in its iconography and set-up, offers a fascinating text on the 

role of music in Krishna worship.  Other resources for the thesis include the temple’s 

internet forum where different devotees may post ideas exploring any one theological 

question from a variety of angles as well as interviews, lectures, and a lengthy question 

and answer session at a festival which discussed the purposes of Hare Krishna chant.   

Additionally, important insights for me into Vaishnava theology came from casual time 

spent at the temple, listening to the quick sound bites on worship and meditation which 

devotees offered to curious tourists as well as their own conversion stories.  

Participation in Sunday group worship at the temple provided insight into the 

personal, experiential aspects of Hare Krishna chant.  Sunday worship always involved at 
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least an hour of kirtan, as well as a ceremony of ritual presentations to the deities, a 

lecture, and a “transcendentally delicious vegetarian feast,” as devotees frequently called 

it.  Participation during these services offered a working knowledge of the music of 

kirtan and the ceremonies surrounding it, as well as opportunities for observation of the 

musicians’ techniques and attitudes during performance, and the responses of both 

devotees and visitors.  Transcriptions and brief analyses of representative kirtans led by 

two different kirtan leaders illustrated ways in which a kirtan might be constructed and 

performed in order to achieve maximum emotional impact.  Interviews with devotees 

concerning their religious histories and impressions of kirtan created a fascinating picture 

of the personal experience of chant. 

Participant observation and interviews (some with non-devotees) also illuminated 

the social aspect of kirtan. The temple’s internet radio station, in its musical selection and 

presentation of particular songs, also demonstrated certain ways of situating philosophy 

within music for the sake of communicating ideology.  Three events of particular 

importance were festivals held over the course of two months: Himalaya Fest, Rath 

Yatra, and Llama Fest.  These festivals contrasted with each other in several respects, 

reflecting different combinations of religious and non-religious activities, Indian and 

American cultural performances, participatory and performative activities, and tourist and 

devotee participation.  Celebration is a key factor in the relationship between deity and 

devotee in Krishna Consciousness, as well as the relationships among devotees, and each 

festival exhibited different dimensions of the Utah Krishna community.   

In exploring the power that music has to build relationships between Hare 

Krishnas and Christians in the Spanish Fork community, it is significant that I have 

drawn on my own experience as a native of Utah, a former student at Brigham Young 

University, and a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints who was 

first drawn into the culture of Krishna Consciousness by the music.  With the assertion 

that “all truth is situated” (Khandelwal 2004:15), Khandelwal quotes Ruth Behar:  

To assert that one is a ‘white middle class woman’ or a ‘black gay man’ or a 

‘working class Latina’ within one’s study of Shakespeare or Santeria is only 

interesting if one is able to draw deeper connections between one’s personal 

experience and the subject under study.  That doesn’t require a full-length 

autobiography, but it does require a keen understanding of what aspects of the self 
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are the most important filters through which one perceives the world and, more 

particularly, the topic being studied (ibid.14-15).  

 

 My position as one of those community members who was first attracted to 

ISKCON by temple festivals and participation in a mass kirtan, and who then went on to 

study Krishna Consciousness and yet maintained a distinct identity as a Christian, gives 

me a special insight into the subject.  My own learning process involved numerous 

moments in which I identified certain resonances between my experiences as an active 

Christian and the worship I participated in at the Hare Krishna temple.  While 

acknowledging the tendency to “minimize or de-emphasize the doctrinal content of any 

particular religious phenomenon” (Gelberg 1983:30) in an eagerness to find structural 

commonality, I still work toward a “meaningful juxtaposition [of] a complex set of 

religious ideas, images, practices, and institutions” (Valprey 2006:4). To the Krishna or 

Christian participant in these group kirtans, that “meaningful juxtaposition” is the 

substance of the experience, its motivating factor, and the inclusion of my personal 

experience and insight is meant to shed light on just such juxtapositions.   

 

The Lotus Temple Community 

This story revolves around and hinges upon those people who so willingly shared 

their thoughts, feelings, and experiences with me; they include the six people with whom 

I conducted interviews and others who befriended me and likewise shared with me in 

informal settings.  I’ll use devotee names, the names a Hare Krishna convert takes on at 

initiation, because, as Mekala explained to me, these names honor Krishna, and they 

prefer to use them as a sign of respect to him. 

Caru Das is president and co-founder of the lotus temple with his wife Vaibhavi 

Dasi.   Caru, an American, and Vai, a Londoner, married while traveling to various 

places, including India and Bali—looking for something which they found when they met 

devotees in Australia in 1970.  Caru and Vai lived in the Australian temple for a number 

of years where they interacted personally with Srila Prabhupada, before presiding over a 

temple in San Francisco and eventually settling in Utah in the early 1980’s.  The striking 

lotus temple itself was built using Vai’s talents for art and engineering, and the 
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community both in and around the temple was likewise built by Caru’s talent for public 

relations.   

Jairam and Mekala Hanks are a young couple who were married and took up 

residence in the temple shortly before I arrived to begin my research.  The pair grew up in 

Spanish Fork, literally around the corner from each other, without meeting until years 

later, after both had, in their own ways, become disaffected with the Spanish Fork 

community, moved around the United States looking for something different, and 

returned to their home town where random visits to the Hare Krishna temple made a 

powerful and lasting impression. Bharata Dasa is a close friend of Jairam and Mekala 

who grew up in nearby Payson, and who experimented with a hard partying lifestyle 

before making a concerted effort to find the spiritual direction that guides him in the Hare 

Krishna movement.  Jai Krishna is a priest and a martial arts instructor in his mid-30’s 

who brings his family to the temple with him every week, and his son Zack plays 

mridanga (also mridangam) with the kirtan leaders.  Jai comes from a musical 

background—his aunt is arguably the best known composer of “Mormon Pop” in Utah—

and he has extensive experience playing Scottish and Irish folk music.  He has also 

studied Indian ragas and leads the majority of lotus temple kirtans.   

Other devotees who I was not able to interview still played an important role in 

welcoming me to the temple and teaching me about Krishna chant.  Ram, a devotee from 

Estonia and a talented artist, freely opens conversations with visitors and manages to 

draw a sense of humor from even the most reluctant visitors.  Hanuman, who also leads 

kirtan and teaches temple yoga classes, was not there when I did my initial research in 

the summer of 2007, but in the last few weeks as I have visited the temple, he has freely 

offered ideas and suggestions for my research, telling me enthusiastic stories about 

kirtans he has participated in around the world as well as referring me to relevant 

YouTube clips.   

The lotus temple devotees were open and friendly, and laughed and talked with a 

casual, down-to-earth air, which belied the strict lifestyle that they lived.  The devotees 

themselves were the best advertisement for their clean-living, vegetarian, yoga-practicing 

lifestyle, with their vital, preternaturally youthful appearances.  They were articulate, 

used colorful examples and stories, and explained their ideas with frequent flashes of 
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humor.  We joked readily about my position as researcher; Jairam wandered over during 

an interview with Jai Krishna and told me that they were all taking bets about which one I 

was going to portray as the most unhinged.  I enjoyed and benefited from the easygoing 

transparency of our relationship.  Because I was so impressed with the lively and 

interesting ways in which the temple devotees explained their beliefs and their stories—

and because the objective of this thesis is to illuminate music as lived experience—I will 

include significant quotations from their interviews, in an attempt to preserve their ideas 

in the way that they first expressed them to me. 
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CHAPTER 1 

FAITH, AESTHETICS, AND THE CULTURE OF KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS 

 

The Temple as Text 

There are many texts, both ancient and modern, scriptural and scholarly, which 

explain the background and meaning of Hare Krishna chant, and most Krishna devotees 

are happy to direct anyone curious to the Bhagavad Gita or the work of some prominent 

guru.  But in its way, the Sri Sri Radha Krishna temple is in itself an important text.   

 

 

Photograph 1: Sri Sri Radha Krishna Temple 

 

The temple is referred to as a “lotus temple,” with a great marble lotus inlaid into 

the floor of the temple room, symbolizing the fact that a lotus flower floats in water 

without getting wet, and the lotus temple exists as a spiritual space which is located in a 

material world without being corrupted by it.  The setup of this spiritual center places 

certain personalities—divine, human, and semi-divine—in spatial relationships which 

create a web of meaning, namely, that sacred music acts as a vehicle drawing devotees 

and deities into a close and loving relationship to each other.   
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Photograph 2: Radha and Krishna altar deities 

 

At the heart of the lotus temple—and the heart of Hare Krishna chant—stands 

Krishna with a flute—the divine being expressing youth, beauty, and celebration through 

song and dance.  At Krishna’s side is Radha, his divine lover and dance partner, whose 

devotion to him is said to exemplify the love of God that should fill the hearts of all 

devotees.  

 

Photograph 3: Lotus temple altar 

 

The elaborately dressed figures of Krishna and Radha are the centerpiece of the 

lavishly decorated altar area, which dominates the south wall of the lotus temple.  To 

Krishna’s left stand four figures representing Rama, Sita, Lakshman, and Hanuman, 
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characters from the epic Ramayana who are fit into Krishna theology as incarnations of 

the deity and exemplars of devotional service.  To the right, two more dolls represent 

great devotees, Gaura and Caitanya, the 15th century Bengali saint who popularized 

musical kirtan as a form of Krishna worship, singing and dancing sacred mantras with 

such ecstatic fervor that his disciples came to revere him not only as an incarnation of 

Krishna himself, but as a simultaneous incarnation of both Krishna and Radha, the 

intense love between the two divinities contained within a single body.  Just outside the 

altar area, to either side of these central characters, stand small shrines to Shiva and 

Ganesh, two Hindu deities themselves commonly portrayed dancing and playing the 

drum, and adopted into Vaishnavism as great disciples of Krishna.    

 

 

Photograph 4: Sculpture of A.C. Bhaktivedanta Prabhupapda 

 

From a bench along the western wall of the temple, a life size figure of A.C. 

Bhaktivedanta Prabhupada watches over the temple room.  Prabhupada was the much-

loved Bengali guru who brought Gaudiya Vaishnavism to America when he began 

singing kirtans in New York’s Central Park in the 1960’s.  This figure in the temple room 

often evokes a sense of reverence, even for tourists, particularly children, who reverently 

touch his feet.  Across the temple room from Prabhupada is a screen containing the text 
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of the Maha Mantra, a collection of names for God, which is spoken, sung, and even 

danced to as the foremost ritual activity of Krishna devotees.  Beneath this screen is a 

collection of instruments: a harmonium, drums—usually a couple of mridangam and a 

tabla—and a basket of tambourines and hand cymbals used in the kirtan, and around the 

temple room are carpets and benches on which visitors and devotees sit while singing and 

worshipping to the Maha Mantra. 

 

 

Photograph 5: Screen and instruments 

 

Downstairs a gift shop shares floor space with a vegetarian buffet and posters 

explaining various aspects of Hindu culture such as the dancing, the festivals, and 

particularly the vegetarian diet.  Special care has been taken to address these ideas to the 

local Christian population, particularly members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-

Day Saints, or Mormons, who are the closest neighbors to the Spanish Fork Hare 

Krishnas.  Just outside the temple stands a small domed stage area which houses 

performances ranging from classical Indian dance to blues bands and Andean folk 

ensembles, but which draws its largest crowds during the annual Festival of Colors as 

rock bands lead crowds of thousands in singing the Maha Mantra, the sacred names for 

Krishna, for hours at a time, in an experience sanctified, devotees say, by the fact that 

through this music the presence of Krishna is carried into the hearts of every person who 

chooses to come to the festival that day.   
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Photograph 6: Bharat Natyam performer on outside stage 

 

 In summary, the figure of Krishna is flanked by the figures or representations of 

outstanding devotees and gurus; around the central figure of Krishna is set the space to be 

filled with chanting, and beyond the temple room, all things are set up to invite visitors 

closer to him.  From that spot at the center of the temple room to the outdoor spaces set 

apart for celebration, the placement of items in the lotus temple seeks to portray aspects 

of theology, history, mythology, and the activities of Krishna, as well as the cast of 

human and semi-divine characters who act as links with his spiritual world, and the music 

which brings devotees and non-devotees alike into a special kind of relationship with 

him.  

 

Sacred Sound and the Personality of God  
 

 In the beginning, according to Indian philosophers, was sound.  Sound is, 

according to writings dating back thousands of years, the original primordial, creative 

force.  According to Lewis Rowell, “musical sound[s]…are identified with the creative 

vital force by which the entire universe is animated.”  The primordial syllable “aum,” is 

believed to contain, within its three sounds a, u, and m, the various elements of a three-

dimensional worldview: past, present, and future; fire, wind, and sun; waking, dreaming, 

and deep sleep; Brahma, Shiva, and Vishnu (Rowell 1992:36).  Larry Shinn, in an 

interview with Steven Gelberg, explains that “there is a homology between sound and 
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reality.” Sounds “can function not merely as metaphors, but as direct links with the 

sacred realm” (Gelberg 1983:84), and so not far from the notion of sound as primordial 

creator comes a pantheon of gods associated with musical instruments: Krishna with the 

flute, Sarasvati with the veena, Vishnu with the conch bugle, Shiva with the drum (Henry 

1998:1).  

 The deity Krishna is commonly identified as an incarnation of Vishnu, who acts 

as world-preserver in the traditional Hindu trinity of Brahma/ Vishnu/ Shiva.  Gaudiya 

Vaishnavas, Vishnu devotees who specifically worship Krishna, revere Krishna as the 

Supreme Being of whom all other gods—including Vishnu and epic characters such as 

Rama—are incarnations; other deities like Shiva are considered associates and semi-

divine Krishna devotees.  

Much artwork and stories with Krishna relate to the story of the divine cowherd—

the beautiful youth who plays a flute, sings, and dances with a group of gopis, female 

cowherds led by his favorite, Radha.  One oft-depicted scene involves the night that a 

large group of gopis came to the forest seeking Krishna and he replicated himself many 

times so that each gopi might have the opportunity of dancing with him.   In parts of 

India among other Vaishnava sects, kirtan takes the form of groups of men dancing 

together as re-creation of this scene (Singer 1966:136).  The gopis play an important role 

in Krishna worship; their passionate love for Krishna epitomizes the love of pure 

devotees for their god.   Edward Dimock writes that love “is a saving grace which fixes 

the mind on God…the gopis long for Krishna, and are deeply in love with him; man by 

his nature longs for union with God” (Dimock 1966:62).  

 Whether he is dancing with the gopis or tending to a herd of cows, the image of 

Krishna playing the flute is pervasive.  Nearly every Krishna temple in the world—and 

any number of Krishna shrines elsewhere—features the divine couple Radha and 

Krishna, with Krishna standing in a characteristic pose, one foot tucked behind the other, 

his flute in his hands.  Outside of the ritual setting, Krishna’s characteristic stance, 

accompanied by hands held in likeness of a flute, has become an important gesture in 

Bharat Nattyam classical Indian dance.  The image is so pervasive and characteristic of 

Indian culture that dance numbers in Bollywood musicals (popular examples include 

Lagaan and Kal Ho Naa Ho) may feature moments in which male characters 
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spontaneously appear dancing with flutes; even an art house cinema piece such as Water 

marks out a male character as special by showing him carrying a flute.  Theatrical pieces 

depict the gopis jealously attempting to steal Krishna’s flute—“Krishna always has his 

flute with him,” Jai Krishna says, “the gopis, Krishna’s girlfriends, are jealous of it 

because he’s always touching his lips to it—oh he always gives so much attention to it, a 

bamboo flute, as part of the transcendental relationship.”  Writings and lectures on faith 

exhort devotees to become as a flute, empty of ego and ready for use as an instrument in 

the god’s hands.   

Vaibhavi Devi explains that no other god is personified in quite the same way:  

“Vishnu doesn’t have a flute, Ram doesn’t have a flute. The highest aspect of God 

[always] carries a flute.  He’s a simple cowherd boy; he sits with his cows and plays 

music, that’s what he does.”  The flute is simply one of the distinguishing marks of his 

character.  She continues:  

There are four qualities to Krishna that aren’t existent in any of the other 

incarnations and one of them is that he plays his flute.  His relationship to his 

devotees, most intimate and high, his pastimes are very extraordinary, his cute 

looks, and the fact that he plays his flute. That he dances. Certain qualities that 

you don’t see in any other incarnations or expansions of God. 

 

Jai Krishna Das, during a question and answer session at a temple festival, 

answered a query about the various Hindu deities by saying that one could learn by 

looking at the deities in various temples: in Shiva temples one sees the god in meditation 

poses, and in Sarasvati temples she offers blessings.  But in Krishna temples he relaxes 

and plays his flute.  However, the pastimes of flute-playing Krishna are, for all of their 

light-heartedness, never frivolous.  In fact, they constitute a profound revelation about the 

nature of the god and the nature of spiritual life, as opposed to the suffering and the 

weighty concerns that characterize human life.  Caru Das explains:  

Krishna’s a reservoir of pleasure. He’s not material, he’s full of knowledge, bliss, 

and eternity, and he’s not weighed down by all the considerations that burden us, 

a person maintaining this body and mind, and so he’s more or less always in a 

celebratory mood…so its not really surprising if you think about it that there’s a 

lot of music in the spiritual world, a lot of music, a lot of dancing.  Because there 

is nothing other than celebration once you shed this bag of earth, water, air, ether, 

bag of mucus and bile and phlegm—once you no longer have to drag it around 

with you, you can really fly and sing and dance and do all those things.  Right 

now we’re like we’ve got a ball and chain around us—it’s called the material 
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body. But…Krishna doesn’t have any of those limitations and he’s always to be 

portrayed with his flute…it epitomizes the joy of the spiritual world. 

 

The Spiritual Necessity of Beauty  
 

Krishna’s celebratory enjoyment is associated with his youth and particularly with 

the element of beauty.  The name Krishna means “the all-attractive,” and he is 

characterized as “a divine body that is accessible to the senses…the flawlessly beautiful 

and immensely attractive presence of God among humans” (Clooney 2007: 31).  Edward 

Dimock writes that “man seeks God because he is by his nature attracted to that which is 

of greatest beauty and sweetness” (Dimock 1966:62). In fact, he finds the great 

philosophical contribution of Krishna worship in the “phrasing [of] religious experience 

in terms of knowledge of the beautiful” (ibid. 42).  Krishna devotees argue for the 

spiritual necessity of beauty, particularly in anyone dubbed a “Supreme Being.” Caru 

explains:  

You say, God is all powerful.  Everyone says yes.  God knows everything.  

Everyone says yes. Why should it be any less for beauty?  It’s absolutely no less 

imperative that God be all beautiful than that he be all knowledgeable or all 

powerful.  I don’t see any less imperative at all. 

 

 I asked Vai about her take on the necessity of Krishna’s beauty.  She replied, 

“Everyone’s attracted to beauty.  As we get older we realize that young people become 

more viable than older people.  Older people they try to respect for their knowledge, 

people are always attracted to beauty.”  She then contrasts Indian conceptions about God 

with certain Western artistic conventions:  

Michelangelo really blew it with the Sistine Chapel, I’m sorry to say.  God looks 

like He’s about to collapse as He’s giving strength to Adam. And he’s going gray. 

God is eternal, so if you’re eternal why would you grow old? So youth and beauty 

are there with God as an attribute.   
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Photograph 7: Peacock on temple grounds 

 

The spiritual necessity of beauty is reflected throughout the lotus temple.  Outside 

the temple five peacocks wander the grounds, birds that are traditionally precious to 

Krishna and which, according to Caru, have their purpose in nothing other than to be 

beautiful.  Their presence is evidence that God enjoys beauty.  The objects in the temple, 

particularly those that surround the altar deities such as the peacock feather fan used in 

ritual offerings and the elaborate carvings on the wooden casing that arches over the altar, 

reflect a concern that everything associated with Krishna be beautiful.  The figures 

themselves reflect a timeless, almost androgynous prettiness and from week to week they 

are dressed in new sets of clothing made from colorful and elaborately patterned textiles.  

The rest of the temple room is decorated with paintings of scenes from Krishna’s life, a 

striking wood carving of Krishna and Radha stands beside the door to the temple room, 

and above all of this, marble peacocks follow each other around an elegant blue dome.   

 The design and construction of the dome, as well as many of the paintings found 

throughout the temple, are the work of Vai, who left behind a successful career as an 

artist in London to undertake the journey that would eventually lead to Krishna 

consciousness.  As one who has studied beauty and used beauty extensively in her work 

on Krishna temples, Vai explains their beauty as a means of revealing the nature of the 

spiritual world:  

The original variegated beauty in all things—trees and plants and people—were 

all there in the spiritual world—spiritual forms, spiritual activities, spiritual 
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relationships.  But when it becomes reflected in matter then its insubstantial, its 

temporary, you stick your hand in it [and] it’s going to wash away.   Our mistake 

is looking at the reflection.  If we look at the original then we see its substantial, 

spiritual substance.  So why not present the glory of God?  Because it’s 

everywhere. 

 

 In her observations of the Hare Krishna movement, Francine Daner notes that 

even if a devotee or visitor to a Krishna temple does not understand the doctrinal 

intricacies of Gaudiya Vaishnavism, he or she is still swayed by the attractive nature of 

the god: by “merely appreciating the beautiful setting of the altar, that person will 

automatically become a devotee because of his appreciation of Krishna” (Daner 

1976:39). 

 

Vocalizing Sacred Sound  
 

 The connection between divinity and sacred sound becomes important in the 

chanting of Krishna’s name.  Bharat explains, “Everything’s a vibration, from the 

beginning of the universe its all sound.  They say we vibrate so many billion times a 

second or whatever, so its sound vibration. The chanting is not material, it’s not 

mundane.”  Jai Krishna agrees that  

sound is so powerful. When a soldier dies and someone plays taps, or when 

someone who has Scottish ancestry hears “Amazing Grace,” at a funeral or 

something, and they’ll cry…that particular piercing sound did something to the 

body, and so when you’re chanting Krishna’s name, it does something.   

 

 And while Jai acknowledges the power of the other types of music that he has 

been involved in, chanting is special, it “does something to the whole body from the 

inside, like the core, the vibration…the way that you vibrate.” 

 According to Lewis Rowell, a fundamental metaphor that underlies Indian 

culture, Hinduism, and hence Hare Krishna practice lies between vocal sound and cosmic 

creativity; Rowell writes that “the emanation of vocal sound from deep within the human 

body” is like an upwelling of “the divine substance that lies at the heart of our innermost 

being” (Rowell 1992:6).  He summarizes some important philosophical texts by 

describing sound which “pervades both the outer spaces of the world and the inner spaces 

of the body.”  This sound is “one, universal, eternal, causal…permeating both personal 

and transpersonal consciousness, and manifested along the human pathway from inner to 
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outer space.”  The use of the human body in vocalizing this sound is thus crucial: “its 

discharge in the form of vital breath is both an act of worship and an affirmation of 

universal process” (ibid. 6).  

There is, then, a sacredness to the very act of speech itself, to the processes by 

which breath becomes vocalization.  It follows then, remembering that sound is said to be 

an agent of creation and Krishna the Supreme Creator, that an important relationship 

exists between Krishna and his name, those sounds that indicate his presence.  In fact, 

Gaudiya Vaishnavas teach that Krishna’s name and Krishna’s presence are one and the 

same.  One of the fundamental assumptions of language is that words are arbitrary 

signifiers which exist separately from the thing signified, but to Krishna devotees this 

dualism exists for all words except the Holy Name: Krishna and his name are one and the 

same, the words being what Edwin Bryant terms “perpetually accessible sonic avatara,” 

or “Krishna in vibratory form,” (Bryant 2007:15-16) and what Neal Delmonico calls “a 

perpetual descent or an enduring appendage of Krishna in the world” (Delmonico 2007: 

551).    

Therefore the act of speaking the holy name constitutes a fundamental association 

between deity and devotee.  Caru explains, “I could chant ‘water, water, water’ and I’d 

still get thirsty because the name and the substance are different in the relative world. But 

God’s name and God are absolute.”  He refers, as I have often heard devotees do when 

talking to Christian visitors, to the Biblical passage which states, “Our Father which art in 

heaven, hallowed be Thy Name.” He continues:  

If you chant any bona fide name of God, not just Krishna, but any bona fide name 

of God from any scripture, you’ll be associating with the Lord directly.  And 

because God is full of knowledge, full of wisdom, eternal, those same spiritual 

elements of our own personalities are strengthened and become manifest.   

 

 Hare Krishna worship involves the chanting of many important mantras and 

scriptural texts, but none is more important than the Maha Mantra, a 16-word mantra 

composed of names for Krishna: 

Hare Krishna/ Hare Krishna 

Krishna Krishna/ Hare Hare 

Hare Rama/ Hare Rama 

Rama Rama/ Hare Hare  
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 “Hare” refers to the attributes of God.  During one temple lecture, Caru spun a 

humorous hypothetical story about the President of the United States forgetting his 

quarters on the way to the Laundromat, and asked, can you imagine this happening, can 

you think of him this way?  No, because part of the office of President is a set of 

attributes, powers, and an entourage (including a Presidential laundry crew) which is 

inseparable from our conception of the person.  Similarly, according to Caru, we cannot 

talk about Krishna without referring to Krishna’s attributes, represented by the title 

“Hare.”  “Rama” refers to the incarnation of Krishna described in the Ramayana, and, in 

a way, to his nature as a personal being.  “Krishna” refers to his nature as Supreme Being.  

So the Maha Mantra reflects three dimensions of the being of Krishna: his attributes, his 

personality, and his supremacy.   

Another writer describes the relationship between the three names and Krishna 

thusly:  

Hare means the supreme pleasure potency of the Lord.  Krishna is the original 

name of the Lord, and it means all-attractive.  Rama is another name of the Lord 

meaning the enjoyer, because Krishna is the supreme enjoyer; the function of 

living is thought to be for the enjoyment of Krishna (Daner 1976:34). 

 

The repetition of Krishna’s name, even outside of specific ritual practices, 

pervades conversation with Hare Krishna devotees.  I have noticed that in lectures and 

personal conversations, whether discussing doctrines regarding chant or simply telling a 

story, devotees tend not to merely refer to the Maha Mantra or abbreviate it for verbal 

efficiency, but rather take pleasure in pausing the flow of conversation to recite, “Hare 

Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare.  Hare Rama, Hare Rama, Rama 

Rama, Hare Hare.”  During lectures in particular, as the speaker launches into a recitation 

of the Maha Mantra, most devotees in earshot will take that moment to recite the mantra 

in chorus.  In everyday conversations as well as voicemail messages and e-mail 

correspondence, the phrase “Hare Krishna” takes the place of “hello” or “goodbye.”  I 

enjoyed the synthesis of Vaishnava doctrine and American popular culture at the end of 

one Sunday program when Caru invited us to wish Mekala a happy birthday, and the 

assembled group promptly began to sing, to the tune of “Happy Birthday”:  

Hare Krishna to you 

Hare Krishna to you 
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Hare Rama dear Mekala 

Hare Rama to you.   

 

 The use of the Maha Mantra also becomes a primary form of meditation.  During 

one afternoon spent chatting with devotees over lunch, a middle-aged businessman 

wandered into the temple, walked around the room upstairs for a while, and eventually 

returned to where we were sitting, explaining that his home life was often chaotic, and 

asked if he might come to the temple to meditate.  It was an interesting opportunity to 

watch the devotees explain the use of the Maha Mantra. They invited the man who was 

obviously seeking a place of peace and a space apart from the stresses of daily life. He 

was welcome to come to the temple and use it as a sacred space to practice whatever 

form of meditation he wished, but they strongly urged him toward mantra meditation.  

It’s impossible to meditate on nothing, Jairam explained, this is why meditation is so 

difficult for many people who attempt to clear their minds of all thought.  The very 

phrase “to meditate on” something implies that there is something there to be meditated 

upon.  The task of meditation is not to empty the mind so much as to fill it with God, 

which is done through the recitation of the Maha Mantra.  Interestingly enough, the 

devotees deferred to me to talk about Hatha Yoga, the yoga of physical postures 

recognized by most Westerners, but distinguished between Hatha Yoga and Bhakti Yoga, 

the yoga of devotion, as pioneered by Lord Caitanya and practiced by Gaudiya 

Vaishnavas as worship.  Caru is particularly fond of referring to the chanting of the Maha 

Mantra as “sonic yoga,” explaining that “yoga means linking,” and utilizes all of the 

senses to create a link between humans and God: “by chanting we’re using speaking, 

seeing, hearing, singing, smelling, tasting—it locks you in more effectively.”  

 With this in mind, devotees chant the Maha Mantra daily as their primary act of 

worship.  Every day devotees are expected to chant japa, private chanting without music, 

for sixteen rounds of 108 mantras each which they count off on strings of prayer beads 

which they carry around in cotton bags.  Chanting japa generally takes around two hours 

a day, and constitutes a profound moment of divine communion.  Bharat explains his 

motivation to practice japa:  

They say it’s like a mirror—a mirror is covered with dust, but through the 

chanting you’re cleansing the mirror, you’re wiping all the dust off of it, and 

eventually you’ll see your true reflection.  So that’s the purpose.  Chanting is to 
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reawaken our relationship—we have a relationship with Krishna right now, but its 

to reawaken that, because we don’t necessarily care about Krishna and God, we’re 

too concerned with ourselves and material attachments. 

 

“Chant and Be Happy”: Japa, Bhajan, and Kirtan  
 

 

Photograph 8: Hanuman leading kirtan 

 

Japa is the term used for the most common form of Hare Krishna chant, the 

private chanting that devotees practice daily.  Generally speaking, japa is non-musical 

chant and also refers to chanting the names of God.  Bhajan refers to chants sung to 

established melodies with instrumental accompaniment, which are performed while 

sitting.   Kirtan refers to bhajans sung while standing and sometimes dancing, although 

some devotees simply use the word kirtan to refer to any chanting accompanied by music 

(as I will do in this thesis for the sake of simplicity.) During kirtan, a chant leader, often 

playing a harmonium or a mridangam, will sing a verse of scripture or of the Maha 

Mantra, which the congregated devotees will then sing back to him or her.  The chant 

leader strings together a variety of melodies, each building upon the others in intensity, 

for the duration of the kirtan—I’ve seen kirtans as short as five or ten minutes and as 

long as an hour. 

The practice of adding musical accompaniment certainly makes chant more 

attractive—a word that devotees use often in describing the worship of Krishna the all-

attractive.  While the central act of worship lies in the repetitive intoning of the Holy 
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Names, the addition of music and dance adds a special connection to the person of 

Krishna: his beauty, his love of music and dance, his sense of joy and his instinct for 

celebration.  Caru recalls hearing a conversation between a reporter and Hare Krishna 

guru Prabhupada:  

One time someone asked Prabhupada, “what do you all do for recreation, what do 

you do for fun?”  Prabhupada just—I heard it on an audio recording, there was 

just this long period of silence, and Prabhupada said “that’s all we do, we don’t 

have to—we’re singing, dancing, feasting, the whole thing, its recreation, that’s 

all it is.”  It’s a religion of—every element of it is basically recreational, we don’t 

have to do something else for recreation.  

 

 
Photograph 9: Festival attendees dance during kirtan 

 

Mekala, who has dealt extensively with the tourists who visit the lotus temple, 

describes song and dance as natural reactions to being in the presence of God, as 

represented by the altar deities in the temple room.  “People will come in just by 

themselves, they’ll come in and just dance for the deities, or they’ll just sit and play the 

drum and sing for the deities,” she says, and observes:  

It’s interesting to see that impulse in people, where they think [that the altar 

deities] are just pretty dolls in dresses, there’s still some kind of bizarre impulse to 

come upstairs and to sing, or dance, or bow—I’ve seen people that walk in and 

they bow and then they stand up and look around and look really confused, they 

don’t know why they did that.  A natural impulse is to do something to please 

someone.  Devotion—to dance in your heart—is a sign of service. 
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A Brief History of Chant  
 

At the beginning of this chapter, as we walked through the lotus temple from its 

heart to its outermost reaches, we set out certain relationships representing in space the 

connections through time that have existed between Krishna, saints and gurus who have 

been influential in pioneering Krishna worship, and the devotees who come here now to 

pay their respects. Kirtan plays a central role in the relationship between devotee and 

Krishna.  

Due to the sacred, creative nature of sound in Indian cosmology, music and Hindu 

ritual have always been intimately connected, with a certain social power vested in those 

who made that music.   Stephen Slawek writes that priests were believed to hold a 

magical power, which maintained the stability of the universe, a power that was invested 

in the sound of their chanting (Slawek 1988:83).  Kirtan emerged as part of the bhakti 

reformation of Hinduism around 600 C.E., a “popular pietistic movement in opposition to 

the ritually oriented orthodoxy” (ibid. 77) involving musical practices which “rebel, 

explicitly or implicitly, against priestly dominance” (Henry, 222).  Bhakti was focused on 

developing a personal relationship with divinity rather than on worship through the 

mediation of priests, its emphasis residing more in emotion and service than in intellect 

and ritual; as Daner writes, “bhakti is a state of active love for the deity” (Daner 35).  The 

pioneers of the Bhakti movement were “great religious reformers who did not belong to 

the priest class, but were from the masses,” (Shantsheela 1996:247) and who exhibited an 

“egalitarian attitude in accepting new members into [their] fold, a practice in direct 

defiance of the strict hierarchical social order imposed by the brahmanic orthodoxy” 

(Slawek 1998: 78).   

 Bhakti movements emerged in various parts of India at different times, and 

Stephen Slawek, in his work on kirtan performers in India, writes that generally such 

groups “formed around a central figure who was regarded to have experienced some kind 

of direct contact with the Divine” (ibid.). In the case of the 15th century saint Lord 

Caitanya, who became the most influential figure in shaping chant-as-worship, this 

central figure was considered to be divine himself.  Caitanya led groups of disciples 

through Bengal singing the Holy Names of Krishna and dancing with such an 

overpowering ecstatic fervor that, as we mentioned earlier, he was seen not merely as a 
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devotee of Krishna, but as a literal avatar.  So ecstatic were Caitanya’s flights of spiritual 

ecstasy that he was considered by many to be a simultaneous incarnation of the divine 

lovers Radha and Krishna.  Caitanya left few writings, but a legacy of kirtan singing, 

which has set the pattern for subsequent Krishna worship.  Shinn has said that “as John 

Wesley is said to have sung Methodism into England, Caitanya danced and chanted 

Vaishnavism into Bengal [and] Prabhupada chanted Vaishnavism into America and the 

Western world” (Shinn in Gelberg 1983:84-85).  

 The Bengali guru A.C. Bhaktivedanta Prabhupada took his voyage to the United 

States at the age of 70, arriving destitute in New York City in 1965.  Prabhupada used a 

few methods to attract people to Krishna worship: he began chanting kirtan in Central 

Park; he offered yoga classes; he opened a lunch buffet of consecrated vegetarian foods.  

Prabhupada found a ready audience among the disaffected youth of the 1960’s 

counterculture who saw Krishna worship as a “rejection of technocratic values” and a 

“prevailing scientific world view” which they believed had “left society devoid of 

philosophy and language addressed to the nonintellectual, the irrational, and the 

mystical” (Daner 1976:2).   

 Devotees often shy away from being identified with the hippie movement.  Vai 

recounts her travels, including journeys to the Far East, during which she encountered the 

Hare Krishna movement, and specifies, “I wasn’t a hippie—I know it was a hippie time, 

but I was never a hippie.  I never in my whole life took any drugs, but I was definitely 

searching for higher values…I’d wish I’d meet someone who inspired me.” Many of the 

practices associated with the hippie movement such as drug use and “free love” are 

specifically proscribed in Hare Krishna practice, and yet, as J. Stillson Judah writes in his 

important work on Krishna worship and the counterculture, many young people found in 

the teachings of Prabhupada a “continuation of [their] accepted countercultural values 

now arranged in a more meaningful context” (Stillson 1984:11). Prabhupada soon 

gathered the initial group of devotees who would form the movement and spread it 

throughout the world.  

 Daner refers to the Hare Krishna movement as a “revitalization movement,” and it 

seems appropriate to apply that term, particularly in relation to kirtan.  Given the 

purifying nature of sacred sound, the practice of kirtan is believed to affect not only the 
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devotees who vocalize the names of Krishna, but the bystanders who hear them and are 

thus affected by the auspicious vibrations.  Hence Delmonico writes that “chanting to 

oneself, in one’s mind or in a whisper, is beneficial for oneself, but chanting loudly is 

beneficial for oneself and for all those who hear.  Loud chanting is thus said to be a 

hundred times more beneficial than silent chanting” (Delmonico 2007:552).  Slawek 

quotes his informants as saying that “By uttering good words, the pollution in the air is 

counteracted…we believe that our kirtan benefits the welfare of the whole world” 

(Slawek 1998:84). This use of kirtan to move listeners and lay participants into a state of 

communion with Krishna becomes particularly obvious during worship and festivals at 

the lotus temple, a fact which we will discuss further in chapter three.  Suffice it to say 

that from a core of sacred sounds comes, according to Hare Krishna devotees, the ability 

to counteract the pollution of the material world and to potentially benefit the welfare of 

all people, through the joyful singing of Krishna’s names. 
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CHAPTER 2  

EXPERIENCE AND MEANING 

 

 

Finding Krishna Consciousness: Conversations With Devotees  
 

 For the devotees that I met at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna temple, their conversions, 

for the most part, didn’t initially stem from the communion with Krishna that they felt 

through kirtan or through chanting, but rather came as the result of a meaningful search 

into spiritual ideas, an attraction to books and to the philosophy of Krishna 

consciousness. There was also a desire for something more in life which they found 

through building a relationship with Krishna that was later strengthened through chanting 

his name.  Bharat, for example, chose to make a change in his lifestyle and began 

searching religious texts looking for higher values, which he found in the Bhagavad Gita.  

Jai Krishna encountered devotees at his martial arts studio and began to study out the 

principles of Krishna consciousness while struggling against the heavy opposition of his 

very orthodox Mormon family.  Mekala took philosophy classes and read many texts 

before visiting the lotus temple.  “You have inside you these kind of unformed ideas 

about the world, and you haven’t paused to sit down and write this spiritual treatise.  But 

you have these ideas,” she muses, then recalls a conversation with Vai at the lotus temple 

when she accompanied a vegetarian friend to the lunch buffet.  Mekala was intrigued, and 

ended up returning again and again: “It was so much in line with everything that I already 

believed.  Except that I didn’t believe in God, so I had to adjust that one, but other than 

that…” 

 For Caru and Vai, after months of traveling the world and exploring different 

ideas, their encounter with Krishna came in the form of two devotees whom Caru met on 

the street in Australia.  They invited Caru to visit the temple, and although he already had 

plans for a yoga class that evening, “I went home and told my wife, I think that this is 

going to be more interesting.”  They visited the temple that night, and as Caru describes 

it, “then we went two or three times a week for about six months.  And then we just 

didn’t want to do anything else.  The things we’d been doing didn’t have the same allure 

that they had previously.”  Vai describes the experience thus:  
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I liked the idea of becoming pure, I liked the idea of understanding what I valued 

in life, and I was never satisfied with materialistic achievement.  I had potentially 

a very successful life, I had graduated at a very young age from the University of 

London, and already had taught for a couple of years getting a very high wage, 

and I was pretty well known in London already. But I wasn’t satisfied, and I 

thought there has to be more to life than this… I didn’t even know it was spiritual 

life… I’d wish I’d meet someone who inspired me.  But when I came across the 

idea that you can become completely pure in this actual life, that this was the 

higher standard I thought yeah, this is what one should aim for.  And I thought 

that was what life was for and everything else was secondary to that.   

 

 And so these various devotees found their way toward meaning through a 

relationship with Krishna.  And although chanting is intended to create just that 

relationship, it is unfamiliar to many people, and the first kirtan experience may or may 

not make a powerful impression.  In some cases it does.  Ram told me that music is what 

first attracted him to Krishna consciousness, that at first the philosophy was too abstract, 

but that he wanted to chant when he first heard it.  For others, though, the first kirtan is 

simply too unfamiliar to make a connection.  Bharat recalls hearing chanting during a 

parade in his hometown in Payson, Utah, when he was a child, but admits, “I thought it 

was weird at first.  I was young, though, so I saw people with weird ponytails, and that 

was all strange to me. But… when you’re a kid you have that mentality anyway, 

obviously you’re going to judge something.” According to Caru, “the first time I 

encountered kirtan I didn’t know that it was kirtan.” Vai and Caru were staying in a 

Salvation Army hostel in Calcutta at the time.  He had just picked up a copy of 

Autobiography of a Yogi, and was engrossed in it when a group of his fellow travelers 

talked about “going out and finding some locals and having kirtan.  And they invited me, 

and I said no, I’m reading this book. So some time later I heard this chanting coming 

from the street.  And I thought it was ‘Dalai Lama, Dalai Lama…’” Later, while staying 

in Bali, Caru participated in kirtans with other Western visitors, having learned the words 

but not the philosophy.  It wasn’t until his later encounter with devotees that the kirtan 

became meaningful.   

 However, encounters with kirtan can also have a surprising influence.  Jairam 

recalls going with a friend to visit a festival at the Spanish Fork temple—then a small 

building near the llama farm, before the current temple was built—as a teenager.  As he 

puts it, “we were long-haired unruly teenager types with leather jackets and skin-tight 
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pants and high tops and rock t-shirts.  We were both inebriated to say the least.”  The two 

were attracted to the temple by the promise of a bonfire—and possibly even flaming 

arrows burning the demon Ravana—and so:  

we got really stoned and we went to the Hare Krishna temple… I remember there 

being a booth that said something about the teachings of Srila Prabhupada.  And I 

remember we laughed and tried to pronounce Prabhupada for about five minutes, 

pointing and giggling, “Prabhupadadadada,” just weird stuff, we thought that was 

great because we were high and that was amazing.    

 

Jairam and his friend arrived late at the festival and missed the burning of Ravana, but 

shortly a group of devotees began performing a rock style kirtan.  One particular devotee 

made an impression on Jairam:  

He was up on stage and he was wearing a dhoti which to me, at the time at least, it 

looked kind of like a diaper…he doesn’t have any shirt on and a shaved head and 

I’m thinking, this guy looks like Flea—you know, from the Chili Peppers? And I 

think he was playing guitar or bass or something, and I’m thinking, “Whoa, 

they’ve got Flea from the Chili Peppers—check it out! And they’re chanting and 

I’m just spinning in a circle and dipping and chanting, going ‘Hare Krishna Hare 

Krishna Krishna Krishna Hare Hare Hare Rama Hare Rama Rama Rama Hare 

Hare.’” That was the melody they were chanting and they were going faster and 

faster and faster and faster.  I remember standing in the crowd and I was kind of 

transfixed, just like “Whoooaaaa.”  And that was it.  I never came back. 

 

 For the next decade and a half, however, the experience remained in Jairam’s 

mind, as he says, “I never really forgot about it, even now, I can remember the melody, I 

can remember what it was like to be there, I can remember what it was like to hear 

chanting,” and from time to time, as groups of people discussed religion, Jairam 

mentioned the Hare Krishna temple near his home, and would recite the Maha Mantra for 

his associates.  Jairam moved from place to place, eventually ending up in New York 

where he held what was at one time a very lucrative job.  At the same time, he became 

increasingly addicted to cocaine, developing what became a “thousand dollar a week 

habit.”  Eventually Jairam’s addiction bankrupted him and left him in despair:  

I figured that I’d just keep on going…and when I couldn’t get any more then I’d 

just hang myself.  Sad.  I had a stack of college textbooks piled up in the next 

room, had a gas line picked up, and a nice heavy line of speaker wire sitting right 

there, and I was all ready to go.  And I went on about a three day bender, didn’t 

eat, didn’t sleep, went through I don’t know how much cocaine…so here I am 

dealing with withdrawals which are just nasty, rocking back and forth and shaking 

and delusions and hallucinations and all kinds of stuff that were not cool at all.  
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So I’m basically in my bed rocking back and forth and just sweating and listening 

to my heart pound back and forth and thinking all kinds of crazy things. 

 

At that most surprising moment in Jairam’s life, his memory of that Hare Krishna festival 

kirtan returned to him:  

I remember thinking, I just need to occupy my mind, just need to distract myself 

and if I can just fall asleep the worst of this will be over… I thought, I’ll just 

count sheep—[then] I’m like… I can’t count sheep. I went off on this whole big 

thing about sheep. So then I thought, I’ll just chant that Hare Krishna Maha 

Mantra—I didn’t even know what it was, the Maha Mantra—I just thought, I’ll 

chant like that because I can do it over and over again… so I think I chanted it out 

loud at least once, and I was just kind of staring off into space at the wall—and 

then I passed out and woke up some hours later.  And after that I made a decision.  

 

 Jairam quit his job and, after one last cocaine binge, drove back to Utah to stay 

with his family and sober up.  Alcoholics Anonymous and other twelve-step programs 

became a lifeline, and while Jairam found many things about those groups unsatisfying, 

he still recognized that “it was the only thing that kept me alive, the only thing that kept 

me sober” and sometimes drove back and forth between Salt Lake City and Utah Valley 

taking in several meetings in a day.  Jairam had been a lifelong atheist, but at this point he 

started to acknowledge the possibility of God; still, he knew that the Judeo-Christian 

conception of God that his neighbors and relatives had espoused was not what he was 

looking for.  Then one day he visited the lotus temple for a tour, and found himself 

returning to the temple often:  

Strange coincidences just began to stack up, not least of which is I just started to 

recite the Maha Mantra in a cocaine-induced stupor in New York somewhere and 

what, six weeks later I was sitting here at the temple and doing service… it got to 

the point that I just couldn’t deny that I was here for a reason, and despite that I 

wasn’t miserable anymore.   

 

 Jairam’s story of giving up a previously wild lifestyle because of something he 

experienced in the kirtan is not unlike Bharat finding that chanting was “sweet” after 

leaving behind drugs, alcohol, and partying, because  

you’re searching for something and you’ve given up all these things you’ve done 

forever realizing that its not going to bring you happiness, and you’re trying 

things…things start to change, the way you view the world, it’s not like 

physically it changes, but your consciousness starts to change. 
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 Jai Krishna shared a similar story.  Music had always been a powerful force in 

Jai’s life, and while he had rejected the religion in which he was raised, in sometimes 

surprising ways he still recognized the power of music as a spiritual vehicle.  Even as he 

frequented the Salt Lake City punk rock scene, music was spiritually expressive, “almost 

like a devotion to anger and rising above it and working through it.”  After encountering 

devotees, Jai “saw the devotees chanting and I thought they’re having a good time and 

they’re having a better time than I do.  And they’re not on any drugs, they’re jumping, 

they’re happy, they’re having an ecstasy and they’re doing it in church.” 

 Nevertheless, encounters with the highly ritualized side of Krishna consciousness 

can be sometimes surprising, even uncomfortable.  In spite of the powerful effect of his 

first kirtan and the deep spiritual conversion taking place, Jairam was startled, to say the 

least, by his first kirtan during a Sunday program in the Lotus temple, if for no other 

reason than because he wasn’t prepared for the ritual aspect of the worship; he teases 

Mekala, who invited him, that “She didn’t warn me!” and describes the confusing 

combination of ritual elements, saying that “the whole time I was just sort of freaked out.  

The whole time I just wanted to get up and bolt, because I had no idea what was going 

on, and it was so completely outside the realm of my experience.  I just remember being 

in a subdued state of panic.”   

 Mekala too admits that when she first encountered kirtan, “I think at first I was 

just a little freaked out.” Even so, Mekala, whose father owns a music store and whose 

family had her performing in a constant stream of church meetings from the time she was 

a child, recognized something in the chanting that she hadn’t felt in a lifetime of church 

musical performances:  

The song that I loved the first time that I heard it was “Jaya Radha Madhava”… it 

was so beautiful.  And so simple, and it was an interesting thing coming from a 

musical background to immediately appreciate something that’s just not 

impressive from any technical standpoint, he was just playing the little 

harmonium…its just the devotion, the attitude with which its sung.  Because they 

mean it, you don’t see that a lot, you don’t see that sincerity, you don’t get purity 

in music, really, they’re trying to appeal to different aspects of a person but it’s 

really marketing, but here…that’s just purity and devotion. 

 

 And while the first kirtan, or any kirtan after that, may be uncomfortably new to 

some people, it remains a potentially liberating experience.  Jai describes his struggle, 
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dating back to the manner in which he was raised, with feelings of guilt and a sort of 

mortal obligation to God which he felt that he had failed to fulfill, something that he 

experienced as a figurative burden on his shoulders.  Jai had encountered Krishna 

consciousness, had met devotees, and had begun searching Vaishnava doctrines already 

and yet something deeper happened when he encountered kirtan. “I had this huge rock 

lifted off my back the first time I saw serious chanting,” he says.  He was in Los Angeles 

with some friends during a Rath Yatra festival.  He laughs about the punk rock 

aficionados that he was with being intimidated by devotees, and recalls that while his 

friends went for food, he joined the celebration: 

At the festival [a] devotee said, “What do you want to do?”  And I pointed at the 

kirtan and I said, “I want to do that.” So we went in and I danced.  And I danced 

and I chanted and I danced and I chanted for about an hour maybe two and a half 

hours, was drenched with sweat, and this rock that I didn’t even know was there 

was gone. 

 

 Bharat, in his own way, found kirtan to be a deeply personal encounter with God, 

an answer to a long-held desire.  Bharat had played in various rock bands and had 

nurtured a dream of being a rock musician, and yet he found that the music he played was 

one more attachment to a material world, rather than a spiritual vehicle: “I gave that all 

up because it wasn’t making me any happier.” And yet Bharat’s dream of performing was 

remembered: “I wanted to be a singer in a band, to sing in front of lots and lots of people, 

so here at Festival of Colors I got to go up on stage and I’m playing karatalas (hand 

cymbals) in front of thousands of people and there’s this fantasy that’s fulfilled,” and 

fulfilled in a way that is more meaningful than the original dream: “It’s for a higher 

purpose because I’m singing for Krishna, I’m teaching people how to sing about Krishna, 

so its way more pleasurable than getting on a stage and singing about whatever it is.”  

Bharat sums up a sense that through the music a certain caring relationship is built: 

“Krishna will fulfill your desires.”      

 

The Kirtan Experience 
 

 The most common kirtan performances at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna temple come 

during the weekly Sunday service, and while some visitors, and even some devotees, find 
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a first kirtan a startling experience, for many it is a refreshing and beautiful way of 

worshipping through celebration.  Here I’ll explain the Sunday service in detail.    

 

 

Photograph 10: Visitors in the temple room 

 

When entering the temple room, the centerpiece of the room and the worship is 

always the elaborate altar holding the deities.  On a carpet to the devotees’ left, to 

Krishna’s right, sits a group of six or seven devotees who lead the music.  The sides and 

back of the room are lined with benches and chairs where visitors sit; the majority of the 

devotees and some of the visitors occupy three or four carpets set up on the marble floors 

of the temple room—altogether a group averaging fifty or sixty people on any given 

week.    

 Devotees usually stand out clearly from visitors, providing an interesting visual 

illustration of the combined Indian and American elements of the religion—some, like 

Ram, Bharat, and Jairam, sport the distinctive shaved head and ponytail of a Hare 

Krishna devotee.  The women often wear saris, and the men wear tunics and dhotis—

skirt-like cotton wraps.  In other cases, the clothing that marks a devotee is a little less 

traditional, like a t-shirt emblazoned with the statement “I left my heart in Vrindavan,” a 

city in India often frequented by Vaishnava pilgrims.  On one Sunday I assumed, 

watching from a distance, that a particular devotee was wearing traditional robes, until he 

came closer and I saw that his “traditional” outfit consisted of a dhoti and a Ganesh t-shirt 

with the sleeves ripped out.  
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 Every week there is a comfortable mingling of devotees and visitors.  The crowd 

at the Hare Krishna temple tends toward the youthful, white, and somewhat bohemian, 

although every week there are a handful of families and couples who look as if they have 

just arrived from a Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS) church meeting.  A 

few Indian families frequent the temple.  Young children of devotees attend every 

meeting dressed in Sunday dresses with tilaks painted on their foreheads, and their 

unrestrained sense of play characterizes the spirit of the kirtan. 

 

Kirtan: Performance Process and Instruments    

 

Photograph 11:  Jai Krishna Das playing harmonium 

  

Sunday worship begins with a half hour of kirtan.  The words are simple 

enough—the Maha Mantra is displayed on a screen behind the kirtan group and a banner 

over the altar area.  Texts to other common chants are printed on banners hanging on 

either side of the altar.  Kirtan is led alternately by Bharat and Jai Krishna playing the 

harmonium and singing into a microphone set up for the kirtan group.  There are certain 

regulars who accompany them: Jairam and Caru play karatala or hand cymbals; Mekala 

and Zack and sometimes Bharat play mridanga, a double-headed drum.   
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Photograph 12: Hanuman leading Llama Fest kirtan 

 

The instruments used in kirtan speak to the cultural origins of Hare Krishna 

worship: tablas sometimes accompany kirtan, but a common preference for the mridanga 

among Hare Krishna devotees speaks to both Caitanya’s and Prabhupada’s background in 

Bengal.  The harmonium, as Jai explains to visitors, is in some ways like a poor man’s 

piano, and its use in Krishna chant speaks to the egalitarian sentiment of the Bhakti 

movement.  The instruments used to play kirtan are representations of Krishna’s brother 

Balaram, adding one more element of the performance that symbolizes the person of 

Krishna and his associations.   

 Bharat opens the bhajans with a long drone note on the harmonium, then begins 

to sing, a verse of the Maha Mantra delivered in a strong, clear voice; as the 

instrumentalists and the congregation repeat the verse back to him, two or three 

drummers begin a few relaxed beats which gradually increase in speed, complexity, and 

intensity; the karatalas play a characteristic rhythm which permeates kirtan and is echoed 

in soft clapping from the congregation, as follows. 
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 This rhythm gives way, at moments of great intensity, to double time by the cymbals.  

The drummers offer rhythmic support and energy, driving the energy of the chant to ever 

higher levels.  Mekala taught me a few specific patterns that she uses in drumming.  She 

laughingly dubbed the beat she uses most often the “Mekala Beat,” in contrast to the 

better-known “Prabhupada Beat,” as shown in figure 2.  The mridanga is a double-

headed drum which produces four basic sounds—a high and low pitch, either of which 

may be played with an open or closed sound, as shown below by O’s and X’s 

respectively.   

 

Other drummers such as Zack, who has no formal training, improvise drum patterns 

intuitively which closely match and amplify the character of the various chanting 

melodies.      

 One of the most striking attributes of Hare Krishna chant is its melodious 

character. Over the course of about fifteen minutes, Bharat strings together verses of the 

Maha Mantra sung to a series of stock melodies which he has picked up over years of 

chanting.  Each melody sung first by him and then repeated by the congregation, this 

pattern repeated three or four times for each melody before he chooses a new one.  Figure 

3 shows a small selection of the dozens of melodies I have heard sung at the Lotus 

Temple. Each melodic change is characterized by an upward shift in energy mirrored in 

the speed and intensity of the drumming, climaxing in a series of praises addressed to 

Prabhupada and other great devotees, followed by a characteristic drumming pattern  
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which closes off the kirtan.  At this point in the service, Caru usually takes a moment to 

welcome the group and to make a couple of brief explanations to new visitors while Jai 

Krishna and Bharat trade places, Bharat taking a mridanga and Jai taking his place at the 

harmonium.   

Jai opens with several verses of “Jaya Radha Madhava,” (see Figure 4) a song of 

praise to Krishna’s consort Radha, a love song with a particularly haunting melody, 

which Jai sings in a manner that seems deeply personal.  Mekala mentioned “Jaya Radha 

Madhava” as a melody which has moved her with its deep feeling; I’ve also found this 

melody to be personally affecting.  Jai always starts the melody slowly, with eyes closed, 

as if drawing it out from deep within.  

 

After leading the congregation several times through “Jaya Radha Madhava,” Jai 

shifts into verses of the Maha Mantra, and like Bharat, leads a kirtan that sustains a slow 

build in energy over the next fifteen minutes, ending with a series of salutations to saints 

and gurus, and as the drummers give their final beats, Jai recites a series of obeisances 

giving honor to important saints and gurus, which is punctuated by responses from the 

other devotees; the recitation also acknowledges and honors those present, as Jai gives 

special emphasis and repetition to the phrase in English, “all hail to the assembled 

devotees.”  

 At the end of bhajan Caru takes his place sitting cross-legged on a bench to the 

side of the altar area, usually with one of the temple’s several exotic birds pacing across 

the back of the bench and occasionally offering a very loud squawk as commentary.  
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Caru generally invites a member of the congregation to choose a verse from the 

Bhagavad Gita for the night’s lecture.  Then he begins another song, this time a prayer 

sung with bowed head, the Sanskrit text set to a simple, repetitive melody which ranges 

over a major third.   A few devotees always join the singing, which is very quiet and very 

focused. At a certain moment in the prayer, Caru and the singing devotees raise their 

arms and open them wide, swaying back and forth as they sing the last lines of the prayer 

and recite the Maha Mantra.   

 With that Caru reads the chosen verse of the Bhagavad Gita in Sanskrit and in 

English, along with Prabhupada’s explanation.  Caru’s lectures are engaging and 

accessible and all created on the spot.  He is a storyteller, stringing together tales from 

Hindu mythology, anecdotes from the life of Prabhupada, and humorous fables that 

illustrate various principles. In one tale, Dr. Frog puffs himself up to bursting with ego as 

he refuses to comprehend something greater than himself; in another tale the boastful 

ocean steals the eggs of a swallow until a powerful eagle-god interferes, offering 

assistance to a humble cousin.   

 At the end of a half hour, devotees shuffle around and prepare for the arati 

ceremony—the most ritualistic portion of the worship service and the occasion for the 

most enthusiastic singing and dancing.  Arati is a ceremony practiced throughout the 

Hindu community, in which a series of objects—either objects of beauty such as a 

peacock feather fan or objects carrying natural elements such as a candle with several 

wicks or a silver container of water—are presented in front of the altar deities.  Hare 

Krishnas believe that Krishna is literally present in the form of the altar deity, choosing in 

his mercy to allow himself to be incarnate in the stone and the fabrics of the figure, and 

the objects presented at the altar are intended for Krishna’s pleasure (Daner 1974:45, 

Judah 1974:94).  Vaibhavi plays the major role in making these presentations.   

  Arati begins as Vai takes a place in front of the altar, the kirtan instrumentalists 

stand in a group to the side, and most of the congregation stands for the ceremony.  Vai 

sounds a call on a conch shell, and with that, Jai Krishna, now playing a set of cymbals, 

opens up kirtan with the prayer “Nama Om Vishnu Padaya.” (See figure 5.)  
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Most members of the congregation—all of the devotees and the visitors who feel 

most comfortable, usually the bohemian college students and some of the church-going 

crowd—stand and begin to sway back and forth to the music.  Chanting of the Maha 

Mantra usually falls into an almost hypnotic four-beat pattern with a heavy accent on beat 

three, and most members of the congregation instinctively begin clapping a barely 

audible one-two-THREE, one-two-THREE noticeable more as a gesture, a dance 

movement, than a musical effect.  In the benches lining the room, the rest of the visitors 

watch the arati, some clapping softly, some looking stiff and somewhat alarmed, others 

politely detached, maintaining a respectful distance.  

 

 

Photograph 13, Vai performing arati 

 

As Jai, the instrumentalists, and the congregation sing “Nama Om Vishnu 

Padaya,” followed by a shift into the Maha Mantra, Vai makes her series of presentations 
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to the deities represented on the altar.  First she recites prayers while ringing a small 

silver bell; then she proceeds to present the ritual objects to the deities: incense sticks, a 

lamp with several flames, water in a conch shell, a handkerchief, a flower, a peacock-

feather fan, and a yak tail brush. Vaibhavi finishes her work by blowing the conch shell.   

 During this time, one of the devotees walks through the crowd carrying a silver 

container of water which she shakes as she holds it high in the air, sending a few drops of 

scented water over the heads of each person.  She then makes her way through the crowd 

a second time carrying the lamp with several flames, which have just been presented at 

the altar.  As the devotee approaches each person in the crowd, he or she passes a hand 

over the flames and then touches that hand to the head.  Vai concludes her work at the 

altar with another call on the conch bugle, and then she and another devotee, usually 

Caru, take a place at the front of the altar area.  The congregation then forms a line—

usually one of the devotees has to wave to the visitors, inviting them—up to the altar 

area.  Caru is carrying a wooden tray holding an elaborately decorated silver crown with 

two tiny silver feet raised over top of it.  These two feet are covered with a thick red 

paint.  As each person approaches, Caru uses the paint from the silver feet to make a red 

spot on the person’s forehead, then momentarily places the crown over her head.  Vai 

then scoops a few drops of scented water out of a silver bowl into each person’s hand, 

and she drinks the water and then passes that hand over the head, possibly down to the 

heart.  The red dot is called the tika, and receiving it is a deeply symbolic act.  Because 

the feet are considered to be the dirtiest, lowest part of the body, a common gesture of 

humility expressed toward honored family members in India is to reach down and touch 

their feet.  Devotees believe that Krishna has red feet, and placing red paint on the 

forehead symbolizes a complete prostration, as if touching the head itself to Krishna’s 

feet, a gesture also symbolized by placing the crown with Krishna’s feet over the head.   

 Throughout this ceremony, approximately a half hour altogether, Jai Krishna and 

the instrumentalists continue performing the kirtan, which builds in intensity as the 

ceremony continues, hitting a peak of energy as the arati ceremony reaches its close.  I 

found that as a singer I tended to phase in and out during the response portions of the 

call-and-response kirtan pattern, but the instinctive clapping and the swaying were 

constant.   Looking around the room during kirtans, I tended to see all kinds of responses 
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to the music, including a few people who sit with stiff shoulders, frozen faces and wide 

eyes staring straight ahead, perhaps feeling the “subdued state of panic” that Jairam 

referred to in describing his first arati—“sometimes I see people come,” he says, “and I 

see them sit there and I think, oh yeah, I know what you’re thinking.  You’re freaked 

out.”  In my observation, however, more often than not those sitting in the benches are 

relaxed, clapping softly along with the music with a look of quiet curiosity or, in the case 

of some of the older devotees, rapt appreciation.  There is also a range of responses 

among those who stand for the kirtan.  A certain number of newcomers will always spend 

the kirtan looking around the room to make sure that they are behaving correctly; their 

eyes are wide and they clap and step from side to side perfunctorily and sometimes out of 

time with the music, because that is the way the devotees are behaving.   

 

 

Photograph 14  Hanuman dancing during arati 

 

However, many members of the congregation, both newcomers and regulars, take 

an obvious pleasure in the music, swaying, singing, and clapping as they are moved, 

physically, by the beat of the music.  Some even retrieve pairs of hand cymbals and 

tambourines from a basket and join in the percussion.  Certainly I found, as I spent more 

and more time at the Hare Krishna temple, that my physical response to the kirtan 

became more marked—swaying back and forth became a side to side step which became 
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more emphatic, involved something more closely resembling a hop back and forth, 

leaning heavily into each step and digging into the beat.  I found after a while that just the 

sound of mridanga drums called forth a dance which I would begin before I was even 

aware of what I was doing.  

 

 

Photograph 15: Jai Krishna leading kirtan 

 

The dance is expressed most fully in the enthusiastic participation of the devotees.  

The instrumentalists are the strongest and happiest as the singing becomes louder, the 

cymbal pattern launches into double time, and the drummers play louder, faster, and ever 

more complex rhythms.  Jai Krishna and Bharat in particular tend to lean into their 

playing and to jump up and down as the kirtan builds in intensity, occasionally even 

leading devotees as they parade back and forth in the temple room.  One devotee who I 

saw several times tends to execute a series of very high jumps during kirtan.  Others like 

Ram open their arms wide and lift their faces as they step back and forth and add 

occasional turns to their dancing.  Others tend to create specific dances, improvising steps 

forward and back, figure eights with a tight radius, and regular turns and hops in time 

with the music.  Some weeks the improvised dance spreads to a group of eight or ten 

visitors joining in unspoken cooperation.  

 After all members of the congregation who wish to do so have taken tika, Jai 

closes the kirtan, and all devotees bow to the altar while reciting their praises to the saints 

and gurus.  Most devotees simply bow, touching their foreheads to the floor, but some 
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prostrate themselves completely on the ground; some visitors simply return to their seats, 

but others bow or even prostrate themselves along with the devotees.   

 At the end of arati, either Caru or Vai always stands to make a few 

announcements—to talk about upcoming festivals, report on recent events, announce 

volunteer opportunities—and then invite everyone to come downstairs for what they 

smilingly call “a transcendentally delicious vegetarian feast.”  There is one last prayer to 

be sung first, and it is always sung by a quiet, middle-aged gentleman who usually comes 

and goes so fast that I have never had the opportunity to properly meet him, but Jairam 

and Mekala have told me of his dedication.  He has such a love for the music that this last 

prayer is always his, and Mekala has said that his voice has become stronger and more 

beautiful through the weekly singing.  On one occasion his young daughter took the 

microphone and led the prayer, much to the delight of everyone in attendance.   

 The evening ends downstairs, where all involved line up on either side of a 

cafeteria cart and dish out prasadam.  Prasadam is a consecrated meal shared with all 

present which, like the kirtan, is a sensory experience believed to cleanse the senses by 

virtue of its dedication to Krishna.  Prasadam also provides an opportunity for devotees 

and visitors to introduce themselves, to share stories, to ask and answer questions, to 

make friends, and to make plans for further participation at the temple.     

 These weekly services are the most frequent and to me, the most enjoyable of 

kirtans.  However, kirtans fill other functions.  Lotus temple devotees have taken kirtans 

to the stage for performances both formal, such as a local benefit concert, and informal, 

such as a farmer’s market in Park City, Utah.  In festival settings, kirtans accompany both 

ritual and celebration.   In any setting or circumstance in which kirtans are performed, 

their meaning is always the same: the creation of a spiritual bond with Krishna that is 

facilitated through the emotional impact of the music and the beauty of his name.   

 

 

The Intensity of Devotion 
 

 The most important aspect of the kirtan experience is its ability to create, reflect, 

and intensify a certain kind of relationship between deity and devotee, a relationship 

characterized by deep emotion.  There is a special emphasis in Hindu music making, and 
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particularly in kirtan, on musical intensity as a fundamental aspect of religious 

experience.  The deeply felt love for Krishna inspires mounting intensity in kirtan 

performance; the rising musical tension then inspires more powerful feelings of love.  In 

his article “The Rationalization of Intensity in Indian Music,” Edward O. Henry observes 

that in Hindu devotion, “the primary religious activity is music-making,” and that this 

music is used as “a trigger to special states of consciousness” (Henry 50).  John Blacking 

describes musical experience as “a world of virtual time,” a world “in which people 

become keenly aware of the true nature of their being,” and experience “freedom from 

the restrictions of actual time and complete absorption in the ‘Timeless Now of the 

Divine Spirit.’” The end result of musical participation, then, is that “we often experience 

greater intensity of living when our normal time values are upset…the virtual time of 

music may help to generate such experiences” (Blacking 1973:52).  

 Henry defines a list of nine traits of Indian devotional music that foster intensity 

of emotional experience.  The first of those traits (we’ll address the other eight later) 

addresses just that sense of “virtual time” in which our “normal time values are upset.”  

Henry describes, within a musical texture, a transition from sustained drone notes to free 

rhythm to a fast, regular rhythmic accompaniment.   Nearly every kirtan sung at the lotus 

temple utilizes this transformation to create an almost hypnotic performance in which, for 

devotees and attuned visitors, a displaced sense of time allows for a sense of sacredness 

and communion with Krishna.  The music begins as the kirtan leader plays a few long, 

sustained notes on the harmonium, sometimes beginning on a pitch a few steps off of the 

tonal center on which the kirtan will be based, and then using a quick, improvisatory, 

mostly scalar gesture to reach that central pitch.  After playing harmonium drones for 

several seconds, the singer will begin to sing, slowly, with free rhythm.   

 I’ll use a rendition of “Jaya Radha Madhava” led by Jai Krishna Das as an 

example.  Jai is a kirtan leader whose deeply personal relationship to the music creates a 

particularly intense and joyful chant experience.  I mentioned previously his tendency to 

begin kirtan singing in a very introspective manner, emphasizing the way that he sings 

the melody of “Jaya Radha Madhava” in free rhythm, with some notes emphasized and 

lengthened, some quickened into grace notes, as if each word were a separate utterance 

brought from the deepest place within himself.  In figure 4 I showed the basic melody for 
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“Jaya Radha Madhava” as it is generally recognized and sung by the congregation.  

Figure 6 shows Jai’s rendition of the opening line, sung in free rhythm against the drone 

of the harmonium: 

 

As Jai finishes this opening line, the mridangam enters, overlapping his last few notes 

with a couple of slow hits, then slowly settling into a loose pattern of beats.  As the 

congregation repeats the melody back to Jai, the hand cymbals settle into the 

characteristic short-short long pattern that dominates the kirtan, generally fitting into the 

melody as follows.   

 

In this opening section of kirtan, as each line of Jaya Radha Madhava is repeatedly 

exchanged between Jai and the congregation, an almost hypnotic effect is created by the 

tension between the crisp hand cymbal rhythm and an interpretation of the melody which 

is, particularly on Jai’s part, still somewhat free, as is seen in figure 8.  This tension 

between free and regular rhythms is mediated, to some degree, by Zack’s improvisatory 

drumming.     
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 When Jai has thus led the congregation through the entire “Jaya Radha Madhava” 

chant once, he repeats the same thing at the same tempo, although by now the rhythm is 

fairly regular.  At the end of the second time through the chant, Jai repeats the line 

“Yamuna tira vana cari” several extra times, and during these repetitions, the drums 

become louder and more aggressive, and the tempo accelerates rapidly.   A third 

repetition of “Jaya Radha Madhava” is very fast and very metrical, the quarter notes of 

the cymbal pattern having accelerated from 82 beats per minute to 122 beats per minute.  
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By this time the steady, driving cymbal rhythm is arguably the most propulsive musical 

element of the kirtan, and although they are hardly audible over the drums, nearly all 

audience members clap along to that rhythm, participating kinesthetically if not aurally.  

 Upon completing “Jaya Radha Madhava” for a third time, Jai leads the 

congregation through several different melodic permutations of the Maha Mantra, all of 

the melodies related by similar rhythmic patterns (steady eighth notes accented by 

sixteenth-dotted eighth patterns at the beginnings of phrases), and melodic contours 

(descending scalar patterns through a tight, narrow range).  As he moves from one 

melody to the next, Jai pitches their starting notes higher and higher.  Throughout this 

section, the quarter note pulse increases to 142 beats per minute—all of this raising the 

intensity of the music higher and higher.  Then, as the kirtan climaxes, the Maha Mantra 

gives way to a series of praises sung to saints and gurus.   

 Following is a transcription of this concluding section of the kirtan.  The melody 

sung by the congregation is the most common of melodies associated with the Maha 

Mantra—it is not unusual for kirtans to consist solely of this tune. 

 

Here Jai uses this melody at the end of the kirtan, as the various melodic permutations of 

the mantra give way to this best-known of chanting melodies.  In figure 10 we can see 

how Jai works around the original tune, raising tension at some moments by reaching and 

holding high notes and at other moments releasing the built up energy with a burst of 

faster singing.   By so doing he releases the pent-up tension of the kirtan in an ecstatic 

play of improvisation around a familiar and well-beloved melody.   
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The general arc of the kirtan—from drone to free rhythm, to very steady rhythms that 

increase in speed and density before giving way to a free, exuberant treatment of a 

familiar tune—draws those who participate in kirtans into that “virtual time of music” 

which facilitates a sense of sacred experience.  

 A good kirtan, one which engenders intense feeling in the service of Krishna, also 

requires a certain kind of construction, a skillful integration of different melodic ideas 

that facilitates this build in intensity.  A kirtan is constructed from a series of melodies 

sung by the kirtan leader, repeated by the congregation, and exchanged back and forth 

several more times before moving to the next melody, and the selection and repetition of 

certain melodies may serve to heighten the kirtan experience depending on which 

melodies follow each other.  A gradual rise in the central pitches of the melodies, or the 

tempo at which they are sung, or the gradual utilization of tunes with wider intervallic 

jumps, may build intensity over the course of a kirtan.  At the same time, a sudden 

contrast—slower speed or a lower pitch, or even the sudden use of a melody with a 

narrow, concentrated range—can introduce a new emotional dimension, either a sense of 

expansiveness or one of renewed focus.   
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 Figure 11 shows the construction of a kirtan led by Bharat, which demonstrates 

the skillful creation of just such intensity. In the transcription I have labeled each new 

melody with a different rehearsal letter—certain melodies are used recurrently during the 
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kirtan.  The numbers beside the rehearsal letters indicate the number of times the pattern 

of solo-choral response is repeated for each melody before moving to a new one.   

 The others of Henry’s nine traits of musical intensity come into play in Bharat’s 

kirtan.  As well as the transition from drone to free rhythm to fast beat in accompaniment, 

Henry specifies accelerando, crescendo,  increased rhythmic density, ascending melodic 

lines, high held notes, an “arousing lyric”, melodies covering wide intervallic ranges, and 

cross-rhythm (Henry 2002: 48-49).  Some of these elements are not evident in this 

transcription—the cross-rhythms that Henry mentions are found in the rhythmic patterns 

of the different drummers, and the “arousing lyric” is the Maha Mantra itself, the name of 

the god himself bringing a sense of devotional energy.  Accelerando and crescendo are  

 prominent in the performance: as the kirtan progresses, its quarter note pulse becomes 

progressively faster, matching a gradual increase in volume.   

 The rhythms of the various chanting melodies become more dense throughout the 

kirtan.   At A and B note values range from eighth notes through dotted quarters; by C 

most of the melodic permutations are eighth and sixteenth-note based, with a round of the 

Maha Mantra taking four measures rather than the initial eight.   The pitch register of the 

kirtan gradually rises, as melodies alternate between those with ascending lines and those 

that descend, but which descend from a higher pitch.   

 The melodic content of the tunes that Bharat chooses corresponds with shifts in 

energy.  Section A is relatively slow, scalar, and repetitive.   Each utterance of “Hare 

Krishna” or “Hare Rama” matches a relatively independent melodic gesture, in contrast 

to the more wide ranging melody B, which requires the full recitation “Hare Krishna/ 

Hare Krishna/ Krishna Krishna/ Hare Hare” to complete the melodic phrase.  The mood 

during this section is playful and free.  In contrast, the tight, narrow melodic range 

combined with faster surface rhythms introduced in melodies C and D create a sense of 

increasing urgency.  After several minutes of alternation between these tight, intense 

melodies, Bharat releases the musical tension—and the kirtan reaches an energetic 

high—at E when he opens up with a contrasting slower melody which ascends in F minor 

and E-flat major arpeggios, covering a greater intervallic range and allowing for 

emphasis on the high F and E-flat.  After the climax at E, melodies D and B are repeated 

with an almost feverish speed and intensity, and ultimately the newly rebuilt tension is 
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released, as in the Jai kirtan mentioned earlier, as Bharat breaks joyfully into the common 

melody, singing several different sets of words to the familiar and beloved melody, 

before the drums bring the kirtan to a close.   

 

 

Relating to Krishna 
 

 The intensity of kirtan experience is meant to fulfill an emotional need for 

connection to a higher power.  Just as Bharat sensed a personal mercy in the realization 

that Krishna had fulfilled his desires as a musician, J. Stillson Judah, in his book Hare 

Krishna and the Counterculture, writes that “to understand the power of Krishna to 

change lives is to learn more about basic human needs and at least one way in which they 

can be resolved” (Judah 1974:11). Chanting, either as japa or kirtan, is intended to create 

a kind of association with Krishna which answers a fundamental instinct toward personal 

involvement in a higher reality. Bharat recalls that when he first made the decision to 

change his life, he began reading into different philosophical systems which he found 

“impersonal,” commenting that “if you study any of that it doesn’t feel right.  Because we 

all have that sense of self, we’re individuals.”   

 In fact, part of what constitutes a sense of self is an instinct toward certain types 

of devotion.  In a lecture given during a Sunday service one week, Jai Krishna asserted 

that “devotion is all around us whether or not we worship Krishna by name.”  He referred 

to sports fans who memorize statistics and attend their home team’s games as an 

example.  Really, he said, “whether its Krishna or something else, we are all devotees.”  

A pamphlet published by ISKCON states, “The basic principle of the living condition is 

that we have a general propensity to love someone” (Bjorkan 22,180). 

 The pamphlet continues: “The missing point, however, is where to repose our 

love so that everyone can become happy.  That missing point is Krsna” (Bjorkan 20, 

178).  Steven Gelberg finds the moving principle in Krishna Consciousness in the fact 

that “you have the idea of a Personal God who becomes incarnate in a particular figure 

revealing what God is about and eliciting a form of participation in the life of God” 

(Gelberg 27-28). This participation takes the form of Bhakti-Yoga, the yoga of devotion, 

a set of services that Francine Daner calls “a state of active love for the deity” (Daner 35). 
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 Bharat found that the impersonality he sensed in other philosophies kept him from 

coming to God; Mekala feels that the concrete personality of Krishna—as represented by 

altar deities and worshipped through actions directed toward them—is necessary to 

spiritual realization:  “Its hard to think of God as this concept, this being that lives in the 

sky and makes rules—its hard to feel devotion and its hard to figure out how to serve that 

concept.”  Performing kirtan, she explains, is one of several ways of interacting with 

these concrete representations of Krishna: “you can dress the deities, you can offer food, 

you can perform arati, you can dance for the deities.” 

 The key to this service is the interaction between deity and devotee, Daner’s 

“state of active love.”  According to Meena Khandelwal, “bhakti emphasizes the 

emotional, karma the practical, and jnana the philosophical or reflective aspects of the 

human approach to the divine.” More important than, or perhaps giving meaning to, the 

ritual acts of worship, is “an intensely personal attitude toward devotion…its spirit, which 

should be playful, random, and expressive” (Khandelwal 2004:75-76).  According to 

Thomas Hopkins, the “highly emotional” message of Krishna consciousness has meaning 

because “it [is] their own relationship to God that they express, conveyed in terms of 

human feelings—love, friendship, despair, and joy” (quoted in Henry, Rationalization, 

49).  In fact, the dynamics involved in human relationships are often used to describe 

ways of relating to God, and several specific types of human relationships exemplify 

different levels of engagement with Krishna: the relationships of worshipper, servant, 

parent or sibling, friend, and lover (Dimock 49).  Jai recalls: 

I lost all my material friends, I lost all my family, and yet somehow I felt like I 

didn’t lose anything, I felt like I gained my best friend.  I gained God.  And so 

when I got initiation, my guru said, “You used to be known as Joe…but now 

you’re taking the name Jai Krishna Das.  Jai means all glories to, Krishna means 

the most attractive person, Das means servant to, so I’m the servant to the most 

victorious attractive person.  So I thought, wow I get to be a servant.  You know 

that’s something, that’s not a small thing. 

  

 This is one reason why reading and telling the stories of the life of Krishna and 

his avatars are so important; the relationships of certain personalities to Krishna 

exemplify the different ways of relating to God.  This is also the reason why paintings of 

flute-playing Krishna dancing with the gopis, the troupe of female cowherds with whom 

he passed his time, adorn temple walls, and why in nearly every Krishna temple 
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throughout the world Radha, the favorite of all gopis, stands beside Krishna on the altar. 

“The story of Krishna and the gopis is taken as a parable of the individual’s spiritual 

odyssey, (Singer:136)” writes Singer, and Henry explains the emotional nature of kirtan 

singing: “[Devotees] are gopis, and the eternal love of Radha and Krishna is as 

immediate as the songs they sing of it.” (Henry, Rationalization, 50) 

 This sense of personal connection is the object of Krishna chant. Bharat explains  

Chanting is to reawaken our relationship—we have a relationship with Krishna 

right now, but its to reawaken that, because we don’t necessarily care about 

Krishna and God, we’re too concerned with ourselves and material attachments.  

So chanting—the biggest thing with chanting is to get rid of those things.  

 

 Jairam explains that the effect of chant, in cultivating a relationship between 

devotee and deity, not only gives pleasure to Krishna, but alters the devotee’s own nature: 

When you chant the names of God you’re associating with God.  Just like if I 

touch something dirty, I’ll get dirty.  If I touch something clean, soap and water, 

my hands get clean….  And if you chant the names of God, this is associating 

with God.  The most pure.  This is the biggest effect. 

  

This is why Mekala calls the chanting of japa “transformative,” because “its just 

you and ideally God, and that connection,” and finds kirtan to be an important “spiritual 

outlet.”  Intoning Krishna’s name draws one into relationship with him; singing it further 

develops the emotional nature of that relationship.  Inherent to the practice of bhakti, the 

yoga of devotion, is a belief that music can be “the ladder in the pilgrimage of life to 

uplift humanity.  It was claimed to be the easiest and most pleasant path that led the soul 

directly to the feet of the Great Father” (Shantsheela 1996:12).   

John Blacking, in How Musical is Man? makes a general observation that 

“problems in human societies begin when people learn less about love, because love is 

the basis of our existence as human beings,” and he continues to posit that this fact 

underlies the instinct to sing and create music: “the hard task is to love, and music is a 

skill that prepares man for this most difficult task” (Blacking 1973:103).  Hence Jai’s 

realization, the product of many hours spent chanting the names of Krishna: 

Everybody was my brother, everybody was my sister, everybody was a fellow 

spirit soul. And even though I’m not like any really big yogi or really big devotee, 

I do have my moments when I think I do feel connected with everybody on the 

face of the planet.  I do feel like Krishna’s in my heart, I do feel like if I stop 

talking and listen he’ll tell me where I need to go, he’ll let me burn myself on the 
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fire if I need to learn the lesson, he lets me, but he hasn’t abandoned me.  But all 

that maya, all that illusion that I wasn’t worthy, that I’m not connected with 

God—its all it was, an illusion, because everyone’s connected to God, every last 

one of us, and you may feel like you’re not, but you really are. 

 

 

The Sacred Body  
 

 One afternoon a woman approached me in the temple bookstore and began telling 

me about her own yoga and meditation classes, making the bold claim that some 

participants in her classes literally saw Krishna, and she found herself needing to gently 

shepherd them through the intensely emotional experience.  Interestingly enough, the 

intensity and likelihood of experiencing Krishna was largely a function of the music 

which accompanied the yoga, the combination of chants that she played.  I noticed as we 

talked about her musical choices—she referred me to several favorite Hare Krishna 

recording artists—that she described the process of choosing that music in physical terms 

such as goosebumps and other physical sensations that she experienced while walking 

through music stores and other places where chants were playing.  Her body was in itself 

both a detector and a measuring instrument for the spiritual content of music.    

 It has been said that by associating with Krishna in a relationship mediated by the 

singing of chant, the singer’s nature is changed; he or she experiences a transformation 

usually described in spiritual terms, but also involving an important physical, sensory 

dimension, hence Caru’s use of the term “sonic yoga,” to describe the linking between 

human and God that takes place during the chanting of kirtan.  

 Thomas Csordas, in exploring sacral experience and the body in his research on 

faith healing, asserts that “the most immediate and concrete means of convincing people 

of the reality of divine power is to involve their bodies,” noting that the body can be 

experienced both as universal microcosm and “physiologically the limit of human 

experience;” thus religious experience understood through physical experience “invokes 

a powerful sense of totality, encompassing the whole person” (Csordas 2002:30).  He 

continues to quote Rosaldo in describing emotion as a form of cognition with increased 

“sense of the engagement of the actor’s self…embodied thoughts, thoughts seeped with 

the apprehension that ‘I am involved’” (ibid. 85).  Similarly, kirtan combines listening to 

instruments, vocalizing chants, clapping rhythms, and swaying to the drums at very least, 
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dancing at most, in creating the powerful emotions associated with a love relationship 

with Krishna.  As John Blacking writes, “there is excitement in rhythm and in the 

progression of organized sound…the motion of music alone seems to awaken in our 

bodies all kinds of responses” (Blacking 1973:52).  And the aural and kinesthetic 

dimensions of the kirtan experience are only one part of a feast for the senses 

encountered in a Hare Krishna temple: paintings, sculptures, and brightly colored textiles 

decorate the various surfaces, particularly the altar of the temple, the smell of incense and 

flowers pervades the space, and an important aspect of worship is the prasadam feast. 

Hence we may safely apply Csordas’s statement that “the lived body is an irreducible 

principle, the existential ground of culture and the sacred” (Csordas 2002:72).  

 Poling and Kennedy did an early study of personality typologies within the Hare 

Krishna movement and identified a predominance of what they termed “sensate 

personalities,” personalities inclined to become attached to concrete physical experiences, 

and identified in the majority of Hare Krishna converts studied a “sensate orientation 

powerfully coupled with a religious tendency to seek self-identity in a relationship with 

some Sacred, Transcendent, Ultimate principle” and a tendency to express religious 

beliefs in “concrete, material terms” (Poling and Kennedy 1986:2-3).  The range of 

colorful analogies not only used by Caru in his lectures, but in conversation nearly every 

time a devotee explained a doctrinal concept, demonstrates this tendency.  It was 

important to frame philosophical concepts in concrete, physical terms.   

 This brings up what seemed to me to be a paradox.  At the same time as Hare 

Krishna worship caters to the physical senses, one of the central points of Hare Krishna 

doctrine is that the self is not to be identified with the body, and that the material world 

and body are illusory.  A pamphlet published by ISKCON declares that “to enjoy real 

pleasure, one must first understand that he is not the body but consciousness. (Bjorkan 

165)” “We are not the body” is the phrase that I heard used in lectures and in casual 

conversations over prasadam. Not only is self-identification with the body inaccurate, it 

has the potential to be dangerous. Hare Krishna scholar Kim Knott writes that “human 

embodiment also provides many opportunities for entrapment.  The way is full of 

material temptations” (Knott 2004:295), and Bharat describes the great challenge of faith 
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in the fact that “when you’re mixing matter with the spirit, it’s hard to find a balance  

without getting sucked into maya [physical illusion], because maya is strong.”  

 This tension between the necessity of physical experience and a recognition of 

transitory matter comes with the belief that the body, while fallible, is ultimately intended 

for use as a tool of Krishna.  As mentioned in chapter 1, Knott writes that “the body is 

there to enable the soul to experience service to God.  The opportunity of human 

embodiment is to be treasured for providing this occasion for liberation” (Knott 

2004:295).  Caru clarifies that material experience  

comes from God, and so it has validity.  The spiritual energy is eternal, the 

material energy is temporary.  They both originate from God.  One’s superior, 

one’s inferior, but because the material energy is inferior doesn’t mean that its 

disregarded altogether.  Everything in this material world can be used in God’s 

service: a watch, a computer, construction materials, paper, recorder, can be used 

in a spiritual way or can be used in a material way.  Actually, the only way to use 

it is in a spiritual way.  If you use it otherwise it’s not really using it in a material 

way, that’s just misusing it. 

 

 Caru echoes Bharat’s aforementioned concern about impersonal philosophy by 

adding, “that’s a common misconception that people have, because they think God is 

impersonal, and that we’re impersonal…and this world is false.”  Because they assume 

this distance and lack of connection with God in their everyday lives, “they see that 

chanting, and using tape recorders and things like that—they see it as just being sucked 

into the material world even more.  But that’s not the result of using material things for 

Krishna.”   According to Bharat,  

A knife is material, and a knife itself has nothing to do with anything.   But if you 

stab someone in the chest with this knife it could either be good or bad.  If you’re 

a doctor doing surgery, you’re helping somebody, or you could be a murderer 

stabbing someone to kill them. It’s just how you use that knife.  So anything used 

in the service of Krishna becomes spiritual. 

 

 Hence the purpose of physical experience determines its usefulness or non-

usefulness.  Poling and Kennedy write that “Directed toward mundane pursuits, these 

propensities inevitably end in pain and suffering.  But directed toward spiritual ends, they 

become essential to salvation. (Poling and Kenney, 1986: 154)” Vai points out that 

immersion in a material world does not necessarily mean corruption through it: “That’s 

why this is called a lotus temple.  The lotus flower grows in the water but it never gets 
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wet.”  And then she makes two crucial points, first that the material world—including the 

human body—is transformed in nature by spiritual practice:  “the temple is a spiritual 

place, its not the material world.   And everything becomes spiritualized, even the body 

of the person engaged fully in Krishna’s service…that’s why a saintly person glows and 

radiates, because he’s engaged in [spiritual life].”    

 Secondly, the spiritual world referred to is not insubstantial: 

 

The mistake people make is they think that in the spiritual world because there’s 

no matter, therefore its just a big light or something.  So then you ask the 

question, well if there’s nothing in the spiritual world and its just radiant light 

then where did all the stuff come from in the material world?   

 

In fact, the spiritual world consists of a substance of a higher order than that experienced 

in the material world:  

That’s the whole point, is that this is all originally in the spiritual world, and its 

just a perverted reflection, like an upside down tree by the side of a river—you 

see the tree, the tree is there, its leaves and fruits, reflected in the water.  If you 

put your hand in the water you can see there’s no substance, it’s just an illusory 

reflection. But it’s there because the original tree existed.  So the original 

variegated beauty in all things—trees and plants and people—was all there in the 

spiritual world—spiritual forms, spiritual activities, spiritual relationships. 

  

 For this reason Krishna is worshipped in very concrete, physical ways, including 

the singing and dancing of kirtans.  It is interesting to note the crucial designation of 

Krishna as “the all-attractive,” a personification of the embodied state in perfection, who 

exerts a powerful force on his devotees via the senses.  Judah writes that “Krishna should 

occupy as many of a devotees senses as possible” (Judah 1974:91), and so the devotee 

touches prayer beads while chanting, smells incense and flowers, tastes prasadam, looks 

at altar deities, and listens to and sings kirtans.  All of these things are offerings in which 

the devotee is allowed to take part.  Daner explains that through these experiences “the 

senses of the individual become dovetailed with the supreme senses of Krishna, and the 

living being attains the pleasure and happiness that is otherwise impossible to find. 

(Daner: 34-35)”  

 This is an important key to understanding Krishna consciousness, the practices 

associated with bhakti yoga, and the practice of singing the holy names in kirtan: through 

spiritual faith expressed via bodily experience, the devotee undergoes a transformation of 
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the body lifting him to become closer to Krishna.  Neal Delmonico clarifies this process 

of transformation through chanting the holy names in kirtan: through “purifying contact 

with the nonmaterial Name, the material senses are cleansed of their materiality…capable 

at last of perceiving the nonmaterial realm of Krishna” (Delmonico 551). Guy Beck 

explains that the “transcendental sound” so prevalent in Hindu philosophy and 

encapsulated in kirtan is effective by virtue of the physical processes of producing and 

hearing it: “only by audible exclamation are the full potencies of the mantra revealed and 

the sinful propensities of the heart removed” (Beck 2004:43).  Bharat describes the 

change effected through chant: “Things start to change, the way you view the world.  It’s 

not like physically it changes, but your consciousness starts to change, so you don’t view 

it materially, you view it spiritually.” 

 Like the yoga teacher I met in the temple bookstore, Jai describes the impact of 

chanting largely through embodied experience, emphasizing the transformative effect of 

Krishna kirtan:  

Chanting does something to the whole body from the inside, like the core, the 

vibration, if that makes sense—it kind of sounds really cosmic, hippie words—but 

the way that you vibrate, that pitch. If you’re stressed out or something’s 

bothering you, or even if you have a headache, and you sit, [Jai closes his eyes 

and begins to sing] when you chant like that my whole body…buzzes, and you’re 

really charged up, you feel really good, like hey, I could go running right now. Or 

I could sit on a cot with some lemonade, I feel really tranquil, I feel good, and 

not—I guess the word is peace, you get from the music. I’ve seen people that 

chant for the first time and they don’t know what it is, they’ll come up afterwards 

and they go, “that was really beautiful, that was really amazing, I had an 

experience,” and they can’t put it into words and I—“you don’t have to tell me, I 

feel something too.” And they walk away almost dumbfounded, like, “I didn’t 

think it was supposed to do that.” 

 

 Jairam explains it this way: “This is the only time I’ve ever known peace or contentment 

or anything outside of myself in my entire life.  And God being infinite, God being all 

things, there are also infinite paths to God, this is the only one that’s ever made any sense 

to me.” 
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CHAPTER 3 

OF KRISHNAS AND CHRISTIANS: SHARING CHANT 

 

 The influence of the name of Krishna, chanted musically in kirtan, acts not only 

to attract devotees to God but to turn their attention outward toward others. Continuing 

from his statement in the previous chapter Jairam states that:  

…God being infinite, God being all things, there are also infinite paths to God, 

this is the only one that’s ever made any sense to me, the most complete 

philosophy I’ve ever been exposed to, and if it means that I can spend my entire 

life making sure that this [knocking on the table, indicating the lotus temple] is 

here, just so that—I don’t care if its just one more person.  One more person like 

me, one more person like Mekala, one more person like Jai Krishna or some of 

the other devotees, who comes here and finds bhakti, finds devotional service, 

finds happiness because this temple is here and because its maintained and 

because there’s festivals and because we reach out to the public and because we 

do these things, then I’ll count my life successful. 

 

 This chapter deals with some of the ways in which devotees use music to reach 

out to members of the community, to spread Krishna consciousness and to bring together 

what might seem to be disparate groups of people in a shared experience.   

 As mentioned previously, devotees share the belief that the name of Krishna 

carries the power to associate with him, not only for the devotee focused on knowing 

Krishna, but also for the listening bystander who may not be focused on any such thing.  

In the pamphlet “Krishna, a Reservoir of Pleasure,” Prabhupada reiterates the principle 

that hearing the Maha Mantra is “as good as bodily association with Krishna,” and 

continues, “even if one does not understand the language, still, just by hearing, he 

acquires some piety.  His assets lead him to a pious life, even if he does not understand—

it has such power” (Bjorkan 1990:169).  Krishna devotees, who differentiate states of 

being between modes of ignorance, passion, and goodness, believe that by simply hearing 

the mantra “we will be freed from the stages of ignorance and passion.  We will be 

situated in the mode of goodness” (ibid. 170). 

 For this reason, Krishna devotees place an emphasis on chanting where others can 

hear, as a method of spreading Krishna’s influence in the world because, as Bharat 

explains:  

Anyone that hears the chanting, whether they’re listening or whether they believe 

it, or anything, its planting the seed.  Because whether we react to him or not, its 
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still—God is absolute, and His names—there’s the potency there, so it doesn’t 

matter whether we agree or not, just by hearing that it’s planting a seed.  And 

that’s what we’re doing, we’re awakening that in people.  

 

 This principle returns us to the notion of sacred sound discussed in chapter 1.  

Because of what Slawek calls “sound's mystical potency to promote auspiciousness,” 

singers are called on to perform kirtan in order to “imbue the environment with divine 

vibrations and auspiciousness.” Slawek quotes one of his Indian informants with the 

intriguing statement that “a kirtan is like a laboratory through which we spread the verbal 

form of Brahman,” the divine energy which animates the universe and which devotees 

say emanates from Krishna’s being.  According to Slawek’s informant, “By uttering good 

words, the pollution in the air is counteracted. So the farther are broadcast our kirtan, the 

better. We believe that our kirtan benefits the welfare of the whole world” (Slawek 

1998:84).  Further along this point, Delmonico’s states that “chanting loudly is beneficial 

for oneself and for all those who hear.  Loud chanting is this said to be a hundred times 

more beneficial than silent chanting” (Delmonico 552).  

 This is the motivation for many of the activities at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna 

temple.  The community surrounding the Spanish Fork temple is predominantly Christian 

from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and visitors may or may not have 

any understanding of Hindu scriptures, beliefs, practices, or doctrines at all. But even 

those with little knowledge about Krishna consciousness and no interest in the other 

practices of bhakti yoga may still be raised to a higher consciousness by an encounter 

with Hare Krishna chant.  Caru explains:  

Whether you know fire burns or you don’t know fire burns its really 

inconsequential—if you stick your finger into the fire its going to burn.  If you 

stick your finger into the fire knowing its going to burn, it’ll burn, if you stick 

your finger in to the fire not knowing it’ll burn, its still going to burn.  So anyone 

who’s doing kirtan is getting purified—if not in this life, at least in the next life, 

they’ll become a devotee.  So there are other temples making more devotees in 

this life, we’re making more devotees in the next life.   

 

 

Religious Interaction in the Utah Valley Community 

 

 The relationship between the Mormon and Krishna communities in Spanish Fork 

has not only been in the context of temple devotions, but has also involved significant 
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monetary donations and sharing in the labor needed to build and maintain the temple.  

“They’ve been very generous, they’ve shown a lot of magnanimity. I’m just kind of like 

in awe of the way they’ve extended their hospitality and their friendship and their support 

to us.  Its really exemplary,” Caru says, and although he can only speculate as to the 

kinds of support that the local Mormon community offers to other religious groups, he 

believes that the temple gives back to the community by offering festivals and tours, and 

turning land that “was kind of an eyesore” into “a jewel.”   

 While the general interaction between Mormons and Hare Krishnas in Spanish 

Fork has been positive, there is a complex relationship that exists between members of 

the two groups.  It seems that every devotee who grew up in Utah has their stories about 

relatives who reacted very badly to their joining the movement.  While all involved 

acknowledge that these people are not necessarily representative of the Mormon 

community at large, the struggle still has a deep impact on the devotee.  “I was raised in a 

very fanatical LDS family,” Jai Krishna recalls, “when I tell people how my experience 

was, without fail, they always go, ‘but that’s not how it really is.’ I always say, ‘I know 

that that’s not how it is for you, but for me, this is what I went through.’”    

 Tour groups and audiences at festival answer sessions will always have those who 

respond with hostility and ask questions clearly meant only to challenge.  Still, Jai says, 

“you have one or two of those, but the other 99% were just really, I think they’re just 

curious.” Alonzo Gaskill, a religion professor at Brigham Young University, regularly 

assigns students in his world religions classes to visit the Hare Krishna temple and other 

religious centers in the valley, and has said “I don’t think I’ve had a single student 

mention anything negative about the experience, but there’s been tons of raving about 

how fun it is.”  Instead, while students may ultimately believe that they have found truth 

in their own faith, the encounter with the Hare Krishna temple is eye-opening and 

something:  

In general most people come out of it saying wow, I didn’t realize I had some of 

the prejudices.  They realize how much truth there is in other religions.  It just 

really causes people to stop and say, A) that was really cool, B) that was really 

eye-opening, C) these kids seem to have a really spiritual experience there, and a 

really positive one, and how naïve am I to imply that…they can’t be having a 

connection with God.   
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 Doctrinally speaking, Mormonism, as a branch of Christianity, and Hare Krishna, 

as an offshoot of Hinduism, might seem to be a world apart, and yet there are aspects of 

Krishna Consciousness philosophy which resonate deeply for Christians.  Caru talks 

about a common reaction among Mormons who respond to his explanations of doctrine 

during temple tours by saying, “that’s what I believe.”  “I’m not a scholar of Mormon 

theology,” he says, “but I’ve picked up enough of it to try to throw in some examples, to 

make some bridges.” But he still finds himself somewhat puzzled when, at the end of a 

tour, visitors say, “that’s what we believe:”  

I doubt it, because you’re a Mormon and I’m a Krishna, and to say “that’s what 

we believe,” it’s obviously not true, because that’s not what you believe.  But 

there may be a lot of intersecting points—there obviously are, and there should 

be, because truth is truth.  But there are a lot of things that we don’t believe. 

 

 A number of significant points of differ between Mormon and Hare Krishna 

theology.  Mormons believe in a devil and in a specific power of evil; Krishnas do not.  

Krishnas believe that the same spirit may be born in a variety of animal forms; Mormons 

do not.  Mormons believe that all souls live mortal lives as part of a period of learning; 

Krishnas believe that most remain in the spiritual world and that only those who really 

need to learn from it are subjected to mortal life.  Mormons believe that souls expiate 

wrong-doing through the intercession of Jesus Christ; Krishnas believe that wrong-doing 

is purged from the spirit over the course of a series of lifetimes.  “So I tell people this and 

take them through the tour,” Caru says, “and at the end they still say, ‘that’s what we 

believe.’” Of course, “belief” is only one aspect of the complex of religion, and while it is 

beyond the scope of this thesis, in any investigation of religious belief and the above 

mentioned differences in theology and belief, one should ask, as Koen suggests, “are such 

beliefs rooted in scripture (and a divine, authoritative covenant) or are they the product of 

personal or human interpretation, which over generations, centuries, and even millennia 

become virtually accepted as ‘scripture’ by followers?” 

 I don’t think I helped anything by telling Caru that, as a Mormon who teaches 

Sunday School every other week, I never came to the temple without hearing 

something—some analogy, metaphor, parable, or generally some way of expressing a 

certain concept—that I’d love to use in a class.  Gaskill says, “Students tend to not find it 

really difficult to find parallels.”  Mormons and Krishnas both believe that God’s most 
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important attribute is love, that the soul is eternal, and that similar kinds of activities 

bring the soul into a state of love and communion with God.  A statement I have heard Jai 

make a few times in lectures might serve equally well for a Krishna or a Christian 

mission statement: “I am an eternal spirit soul and a servant of God.”  Scholar Harvey 

Cox, a Christian who studies Hare Krishnas, confesses that part of his interest in Krishna 

consciousness stems from “the fact that it touches certain aspects of my own spiritual 

tradition, my own spiritual trajectory,” particularly in teaching about a “personal God 

who becomes incarnate in a particular figure revealing what God is about and eliciting a 

form of participation in the life of God” (Gelberg 1983: 27-28).  

 The key to understanding the complex relationships between Krishna and 

Christian beliefs, as well as Krishna and Christian believers, seems to be in finding 

common ground in the quality, if not the precise form, of their religious experiences.  

Some of the experiences and ideas described in chapter two could be likened to those of 

devout Mormons.  During my first week visiting the temple, I listened to two devotees 

chatting over prasadam about the feeling of giving a lecture and then, at the end, not 

being quite sure what they had just said, because they felt that God was speaking through 

them—a conversation that I had overheard, nearly verbatim, in conversations among 

Mormon missionaries.  In a conversation with Jai Krishna, we chatted about our belief 

that at certain times God had blessed our performing capabilities, and we agreed that we 

were talking about the same experience.  My own conversations with temple visitors over 

prasadam tended to revolve around an enthusiastic recognition of common ideals and 

experiences, and a keen desire to know more.  Certainly the major reason why I, in my 

interactions with devotees, tended to stress my own religious identity, was to express the 

fact that, while I was active in an entirely different faith, I felt that I could understand and 

empathize with the experiences that Krishna devotees shared with me, and our 

conversations frequently involved comparing certain moments in our spiritual lives.  It 

was important to me to communicate that I would treat their experiences with respect. 

 The celebratory experience of Hare Krishna practice may certainly resonate 

among Mormons who frequently quote a Book of Mormon passage stating that “man is 

that he might have joy” (2 Nephi 2:25), and church founder Joseph Smith famously said 

that “happiness is the object and design of our existence and will be the end thereof if we 
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follow the path that leads to it” (Smith 1976:255).  Involving music as a vehicle on that 

path is not foreign to Mormon theology.  While the kind of chanting used in Hare 

Krishna practice is absent from Mormonism, another very oft-quoted passage states that 

“the song of the righteous is a prayer unto [God],” (Doctrine and Covenants 25) and an 

unofficial but common bit of advice given to Latter-Day Saint youth is to memorize 

favorite hymns which they can use to focus their minds during moments of spiritual 

frustration in a manner which is not unlike the use of the Maha Mantra for meditation.   

 Steven Gelberg, in the conversation with Cox quoted above, spoke of scholars 

focusing on “various theological or psychological types within the various traditions; the 

pan-theist, the monotheist, the monist, the pietist, the fundamentalist, the exclusivist.”  

Certainly this is possible; he and Cox were both, however, concerned about a tendency to 

“to minimize or de-emphasize the doctrinal content of any particular religious 

phenomenon” because in spite of similarities of experience, “there are real differences 

between what Krishna means and what Christ means…the content of the teaching is 

important and is not simply secondary or derivative” (Gelberg 1983: 30).  This said, 

comparison has its values—some very important ones, I would argue.  “A measure of 

creativity is called for to bring into meaningful juxtaposition a complex set of religious 

ideas, images, practices, and institutions” (Valpey 2006:4), argues Kenneth Valpey, and 

that meaningful juxtaposition of ideas and experiences is what provides, for many 

Mormons and Hare Krishnas, a rich and beautiful experience when the two groups meet.  

Vai says, “Most people in this area here accept the idea that the spirit is more, and 

reading the scripture is a higher way of life, so we always stress those aspects of teaching.  

They admire that. They admire the idea of dedicating their life.” 

 Certainly there are common values and, to a certain extent, a common lifestyle.   

Jai Krishna recalls a discussion in which “Caru was talking about association, and how 

we rub off on each other, and one of the moms got up and said, all kids should hear that, 

all kids should hear that.” Gaskill’s feeling, in conversations with BYU faculty, is that 

although some faculty members are uncomfortable sending Mormon students to the Hare 

Krishna temple, for the most part the tone is set by LDS leadership among whom the 

sense is that anybody living their faith, with the exception of the Satanic Church 

of America [we both laugh] is probably going to be a positive thing in the 

community.  We would rather have a religious Hare Krishna than a completely 
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less-active, disbelieving, unfaithful Latter-Day Saint, because at least the Krishna 

is going to stand up for morality, ethics, spirituality. 

 

 Gaskill uses the poignant term “holy envy” to describe the experience which 

many of his students have at the Hare Krishna temple, and many people in general have 

when encountering the faith of others.   

Holy envy is the idea that you see something in another religion that your religion 

doesn’t have, and you’re struck by it, and the principle makes you feel closer to 

God, so that you envy it and wish it was part of your religion.  Christopher 

Stendahl, who was the Harvard theologian, used to be the Lutheran archbishop in 

Stockholm.  He coined that phrase regarding Mormon temple worship.  He has 

“holy envy” toward it.  I don’t have it in my religion, but it makes me feel closer 

to God, and I wish I did.  And so I think the things that you really find them 

writing more meaningfully about are the things they have holy envy for.  Like a 

lot of students say, “I wish we danced.”  Or got up spontaneously and sang.  Or 

had—whatever the case is.  A buffet afterwards.   

 

 In my interview with Dr. Gaskill, we chatted about our belief that encountering 

the faith of others can only strengthen one’s own belief system, and for their part, 

devotees at the Spanish Fork temple tend to frame their belief system in a way which is, 

to a certain extent, open and accessible to people of all faiths.  “It’s not a Krishna 

message, and then the Christian message is different, the Muslim message is different, the 

Jewish message is different.  I think in the core there’s more similarity,” Jai Krishna says, 

and Bharat likewise asserts that “we’re non-sectarian.  So this is for anybody.  So even 

chanting—anyone can do it, because we’re non-sectarian.  We’re not saying, this way is 

better, we’re saying this is the science, if you want to try it and get results.”  

 Given the nature of the community then, and the goal to provide positive shared 

spiritual experiences, the Spanish Fork Hare Krishna temple utilizes a unique set of 

activities and performances in their goal to spread the influence of God in the world.    

 

Outreach 
 

 The placement of the lotus temple in Utah profoundly affects the manner in which 

Spanish Fork devotees spread the beliefs of Krishna consciousness.  In most Hare 

Krishna temples, devotees’ primary activities are book-selling and chanting on streets and 

in public places.  Caru explains that while some devotees have, from time to time, wanted 

to do book distribution, Caru has always instructed them not to “go out in disguise and 
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approach people in parking lots,” but to set up well-marked tables and allow people to 

approach them.  He worries that the exchange of money in book-selling gives the 

impression that money is the intended goal, which is not the case.  And while Krishna 

devotees occasionally chant by invitation at public events like a farmer’s market in Park 

City or a benefit concert in Provo that I attended, for the most part, devotees rarely take 

their singing into the streets.  There are practical reasons for this—“In a community like 

this, sort of an insular community like this, I would see those things as being counter-

productive,” Caru says—as well as a philosophical reason which Mekala explains:  

Here we don’t [chant on the streets]. It would be—one of the tenets is ahimsa, 

non-violence, and…even distressing someone, distressing someone unnecessarily 

is an act of violence.  And so around here where the population is whatever 

percent Mormon, you don’t want to go out in your Indian clothes and make a lot 

of noise and sing Hare Krishna, because that would be difficult for people, they 

couldn’t process that in a positive way, and so why would you do that?   

 

Instead, the goal at the Spanish Fork temple is, as Caru says, “We want people to come to 

us, rather than come to them.  That was the whole idea of building a temple, is to make 

the mountain go to Mohammed, I think that’s the phrase.  And its very successful.”  To 

this end, devotees at the lotus temple offer many services to members of the community 

in addition to the Sunday services we discussed in chapter two, including tours, yoga 

classes, an online radio station, and the annual cycle of festivals.   

 

Radio Krishna  
 

 One of the first projects that Caru undertook upon his arrival in Spanish Fork, 

Utah, was setting up a radio station for Krishna conscious music, now broadcast online as 

KHQN Radio Krishna, because, as Caru explains, “Prabhupada always talked about 

broadcasting the glories of Krishna, so we just took him literally.” Caru explained his 

motivation to start the radio station thus:  

When I distributed books for many years I took Sundays off and I usually felt 

terrible on Sundays because just I wasn’t going out there. That’s what we were 

trained to do.  Was to go out there, deliver the books, deliver the message, and if 

you weren’t physically out there, you actually felt bad, I felt bad on the days off.  

And I thought for many years, how can I deal with this, and the answer was radio.  

If you have a radio station you can be broadcasting and anyone who wants to take 

the trouble to access it can do so.  Even while you’re sleeping.  That was one 

thing we couldn’t do, we couldn’t go out 24 hours a day no matter what because 
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no one has that kind of—no one can do without sleeping, no one can do without 

eating.  But the radio does it when you’re eating, when you’re sleeping, when I’m 

talking to you.  It does it all the time. 

 

 The only criteria for music broadcast on KHQN is that it be about Krishna—

whether that be traditional Indian kirtan or rock, rap, reggae, pop, new age, or even, on 

occasion, a song like Willie Nelsen’s version of “Amazing Grace,” because it has a 

message fundamentally in harmony with Krishna Consciousness.  One day I even heard a 

humorous pop-style number, which sounded like it had been recorded at a festival, called 

“Hare Krishna Kitchen,” which poked fun at stereotypes about the movement, including 

lyrics such as “Hare Krishna at the festival/ he filled my mouth with gulab jamun all 

night long/ I went home thinking I was in heaven,” “we all have a party every morning/ 

all you have to do is come down to our kitchen,” and “we might just shave your head.”  

Although Radio Krishna is overwhelmingly dedicated to music, particularly recordings of 

kirtan, there are also recorded Prabhupada lectures, discussions of theology, and radio 

dramas depicting scenes from the Ramayana or conversations among devotees.  

The broadcasting of kirtan and other religious music on KHQN is very much 

motivated by this belief that simply hearing the name of Krishna constitutes an encounter 

with God, the divine vibration, which cleanses the world and humanity of pollution.  

Caru’s literal interpretation of Prabhupada’s exhortation to “broadcast the glories of 

Krishna” is reflected in a station advertisement that promises, “stay tuned and you will 

have Krishna incarnating in your own home.”  The cleansing reach of KHQN is felt 

across the world; the lotus temple website publishes letters sent from grateful listeners 

from Venezuela to South Africa to Greece and Britain.  Ladali Devi of San Diego writes, 

“There is so much garbage polluting our airwaves, Thank the lord you are here to clear 

the air.” Ian from the United Kingdom refers to his broadband connection as “Sri 

Krishna’s mercy,” and Taraka Devi of Boston wrote that listening to the station caused 

“nothing but endless ecstatic symptoms.” Perhaps Rita Laila of South Africa expressed it 

best: 

It is so easy to get caught up in maya and the days work and all the accompanying 

emotions that go with a stressful job. The moment I logged onto your station, the 

mercy just flowed through my being and I feel so elevated and am truly humbled 

at you wonderful gift to us fallen souls.  May Krishna bless you and may you go 
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from strength to strength to bring the divine music of Krishna’s Flute to lift up our 

weary souls. (utahkrishnas.com)  

 

 

Atma Yoga 
 

 Monday and Thursday nights as well as Saturday afternoons, the lotus temple 

offers Atma Yoga classes taught by Hanuman, a sometime kirtan leader for Sunday 

services and a man who, in conversations after class, reveals a deep love for the kirtan 

and the ecstatic, spiritual effects of it.  The temple began offering Atma Yoga classes 

after I finished my primary fieldwork, so I have not documented them in full detail or 

conducted major interviews concerning atma yoga, but I did have the opportunity to 

attend the class recently and had some interesting experiences.   

 Although I was late, I was only the fourth person to arrive—along with Yasoda, a 

woman in Indian dress, a younger woman dressed more for yoga, and a young male 

devotee.  Sri Hanuman teased that we would be getting a tougher workout than usual 

because we were late, and he had already started a harder routine—if we wanted a gentle 

yoga class, we had to come on time.  As we practiced, a few BYU students arrived and 

joined in.  Hanuman led us through a set of poses that was quite challenging, and while 

most of us were never able to get into some of them, he offered good-natured 

encouragement and detailed instructions for our different challenges.  We practiced to a 

background of recorded chants, and finished by sitting in half-lotus and breathing deeply, 

taking several minutes to relax our bodies as completely as possible.  While we sat in this 

state of relaxation, Hanuman led us in singing a chant that had been playing while we did 

postures.  The chant focused on the words “Om Shanti,” “om” being the first primeval 

sound—Hanuman explained about sound vibration as the generating power of the 

universe and the source of life—and “shanti” meaning “peace.”   

 After we finished the yoga positions, Hanuman called us all to sit in a half-circle 

around the altar for what he said was the real yoga.  He brought over the harmonium and 

called several people from downstairs; Hanuman’s daughter Sadie and Caru played hand 

cymbals while two other devotees played mridanga and tablas.  Hanuman explained the 

fundamental principle of yoga—yoking, of body with spirit and of man with God—and 

the doctrine regarding kirtan.  Hanuman then led a brief kirtan; the singing was highly 
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melodic, and while the group sang roughly the same melody throughout, Hanuman 

improvised freely in his own singing, adding interjections and harmony during the choral 

responses.  Following kirtan Yasoda passed out prayer beads for everyone and the group 

chanted a round of japa in unison.  After singing one more prayer—a prayer for 

protection, the same one that ends every Sunday service—Hanuman invited us to go 

downstairs for prasadam and to help clean up the buffet, both of which, he said, are part 

of the yoga.   

 The concept of bhakti yoga is a very expansive conception of yoga, and for this 

class, yoga involved not only the physical exercises, but also what Caru refers to as sonic 

yoga, the musical component, the feast, and the service aspect involved with cleaning up 

after the feast.  I had the opportunity to chat with Hanuman while leaving class.  He 

talked enthusiastically about Lord Caitanya and the powerful effects of kirtan, both on a 

personal level, in terms of the ecstatic nature of the music—he referred me to a number 

of videos on YouTube of particularly exciting kirtans that he had attended—and in terms 

of the effect that kirtan has had—historically and in kirtans that he has participated in—

to quell social disturbances and halt persecution—a literal manifestation of the “shanti” 

chanted earlier in class.   

 

Tours 
 

 In addition to Sunday services, the temple is open every day for tours, and 

thousands of visitors come by the temple every year—as Mekala says, visitor 

demographics are “all over the place.  We get pre-school groups, we get senior’s tours, 

we get everything in between.  We get home school, we get public school, we get charter 

school…”  Clubs such as the Boys and Girls Clubs of America, youth retreats, and 

church youth groups as well as students from BYU religions classes all come to visit the 

temple.  Individuals and families stop by, having seen the temple from the freeway or 

heard about it by word of mouth.  Depending on the people involved, devotees show 

visitors the animal farm—two cows, five peacocks, several other exotic birds, a koi fish 

pond, and, of course, the llama farm—and invite them, if interested, to tour the temple 

room, and participate in a brief chant, then eat at the prasadam buffet and visit the gift 

shop.  The temple is set up to receive visitors and answer questions geared toward the 
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local community.  On one side of the lunch buffet area, a set of posters offers information 

on Indian culture, Indian classical dance, festivals and temples in India.  On the other 

side, three large posters offer information about “Latter Day Saints and Concern for 

Animals,” “Famous Vegetarians Through History,” and “Vegetarianism and the Bible.”  

These displays include several quotes by prominent past and present LDS leaders 

discussing a respect for animals and their eternal spirits, a belief that animals will not be 

consumed in heaven, and a personal feeling that vegetarianism has raised their health and 

spirituality to a higher plane.    

 Since chanting the Maha Mantra is the most important aspect of Krishna practice, 

an explanation and demonstration of chant is important to a complete tour.  A friend of 

mine mentioned stopping by the temple on a whim one day, being offered a tour by one 

of the devotees, and being touched when, after the tour, he asked if he could sing for her, 

since that was the object of what they do.  On most small group tours, such as Mekala 

often leads during the daytime, children will want to participate in the chanting. They 

tend to start singing along immediately, and although the groups are usually sitting 

respectfully under the watch of their teachers, “every once in a while you’ll get one who 

will just stand up and start twirling around and gets sat back down immediately.”  Senior 

citizens rarely sing, but often clap in encouragement, and adults might participate, 

particularly if handed a tambourine or a set of hand cymbals.  And while these are 

generalizations, there are always exceptions: “I’ve had a grown man tell me, a 50-year-

old man, with a big beard and glasses, ‘can you just sing again, can I just dance?’” Given 

the intuitive, celebratory nature of temple worship, there are unpredictable moments, and 

so “you get some 50-year-old guy with a cane who wants to just dance.  And he’ll dance.  

He had his hands like—like Lord Caitanya, actually, he had his arms up and he was 

twirling around for the most part, and he just wanted to do that.”  

 Some very dynamic and interesting tours come from Alonzo Gaskill’s World 

Religions classes at BYU.  Gaskill assigns his students every semester to visit a religious 

service for a non-LDS faith because, he believes, “you can do all the book learning you 

want about a religion, [but] you can’t really understand religion unless you are a believer, 

or you experience it.”  Gaskill believes that the Krishna temple provides a particularly 

effective opportunity to learn and to open minds because it provides a “really good kind 
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of slap in the face, to say ‘Whoa!  Okay, that’s not like me.’”   While the students aren’t 

necessarily assigned to come in tour groups, they often come in groups s large as a 

hundred students, and nearly all come out of the experience with enthusiastic something.  

Gaskill notes that Caru is very adept at explaining Krishna consciousness in a way that 

resonates with LDS visitors, and Jairam notes that during those tours, visitors are given 

clear explanations of the arati and the kirtan—and a clear invitation to participate, maybe 

even with tongue planted in cheek—“I know Professor Gaskill very well, if you don’t 

[participate] I’ll take your name and report you”—and something a very enthusiastic 

kirtan, make this transition:  

We would have, I would say, all but maybe ten or twelve of those kids dancing, 

and going up and back, and clapping, and chanting.  It was probably the most 

enthusiastic kirtan I’ve ever seen in the temple room, probably over a hundred 

people and everybody but like the half a dozen guys in the back of the room 

wearing their Sunday suits with disgusted looks on their faces, like “When Gaskill 

said I had to come here my dad told me not to like it!” A few people kind of 

hovering around them, but everyone else is having a great time. 

 

Festivals  
  

 I’ll return to one of Caru’s comments that I quoted earlier, when he recounted a 

reporter’s question to Prabhupada about what devotees do for fun, and  

there was just this long period of silence, and Prabhupada said “that’s all we do, 

we don’t have to—we’re singing, dancing, feasting, the whole thing, its 

recreation, that’s all it is.”  It’s a religion of—every element of it is basically 

recreational. 

 

 

Photograph 16, Festival kirtan 
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As we discussed in chapter one, this recreational, celebratory spirit is at the heart 

of Krishna worship, the profound realization of Krishna consciousness: that the life of the 

spirit should be full of bliss.  This aspect of Krishna’s personality informs the annual 

cycle of festivals that draws thousands of visitors from the surrounding community to 

take part in activities which, to many, are likely interesting novelties, but which also, 

when kirtan begins, can be a profound experience.   

 Some of the festivals on the temple schedule are traditional Vaishnava religious 

holidays such as Krishna Janmastammi, essentially Krishna’s birthday party, and Diwali, 

the Festival of Lights.  The kirtan held as part of Janmastammi is a particular favorite 

with Jai Krishna: “I really like Janmastammi because there’s just a certain—like we do 

have a big kirtan at the end, and even though it’s really big it still feels really intimate.  

We’re at a Krishna temple on Krishna’s birthday and we really want to talk about [him].”  

 

 

Photograph 17: Rasa Lila dancing Bharat Natyam at Himalaya Fest 

 

Other festivals on the schedule act more as cultural showcases, such as the 

Festival of India and the Himalaya Fest.  For example, the program for Himalaya Fest 

2007 included kirtan performed by several devotees (though not involving audience 

participation), a film screening about the Ramayana, solos by three Bharat Natyam 

(Indian classical) dancers, a group of local children performing Himalayan folk dances, a 

play performed by the local devotees telling the classic morality tale of Savitri and 

Satyavan, and two duos performing Indian ragas.  Himalaya Fest provides an interesting 
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opportunity to observe the blending of Eastern and Western cultures—at the most easily 

observable level, Indian Americans in formal and elaborate saris mixed freely with 

middle America dressed for a Saturday afternoon.  On a more subtle level, the musical 

performances brought together certain cultural elements, such as a classical Indian raga 

performed on the soprano saxophone. While the Himalaya Fest doesn’t involve the kind 

of audience participation found at other festivals, it does provide an opportunity to 

introduce members of the local communities to new aspects of both Indian and 

Himalayan culture, and as Caru says, Indian culture is “a very Krishna conscious 

culture… I think the more we promote Indian culture the more we promote Krishna 

consciousness.  And if you promote Krishna consciousness as a Westernized thing it kind 

of sterilizes it.” The various cultural productions at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna Temple are, 

to be sure, hybrids of American and Indian practices.  A slight majority of the performers 

are American, most presentations are done in English, and they certainly aim their 

performances to a Western audience.  Still, there is a strong intention to reach out and 

present what India has to offer Utah in Krishna conscious performances. 

 

 

Photograph 18: Llama farm 

 

Other festivals are more light-hearted, and one is completely secular, the popular 

summer Llama Fest which regularly attracts two to three thousand visitors.  The 

identification between the llama farm, which Caru initially started as a source of income 

for the temple, and the Hare Krishna community in Spanish Fork, is so pervasive that its 
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an easy joke—nearly every devotee who I asked about giving tours and lectures said 

something about having to explain that Hare Krishnas don’t worship llamas, and Jairam 

and Mekala laugh about visitors so overwhelmed by the temple experience that they run 

away even from the prasadam table crying, “it probably has llamas in it!” At the end of 

one Sunday service, Caru announced the upcoming llama fest with an explanation of the 

various events, including the question and answer session intended to address questions 

about religion.  He explained that when the temple initiated Llama Fest, they meant to 

prove to the Spanish Fork community that they could go for a whole day without 

proselyting.  But visitors kept on asking the devotees questions about their faith, to the 

point where, Caru said, “they were following us around and we were like, ‘excuse me, 

we’re trying to hold a llama fest here.’”  Ultimately the devotees decided to include 

religious activities such as the question and answer session, although, as Caru quipped, 

they started holding llama festivals as a way of showing “that we’re normal people just 

like everyone else—because that’s what normal people do, is hold llama festivals.”   

Humorous as Caru’s account may be, it demonstrates an important fact: that even without 

the element of proselyting, Hare Krishna devotees place a strong value on creating 

positive relationships with members of the surrounding community, and that an 

expression of one of Krishna’s key personality attributes—spontaneous enjoyment and 

celebration—is the most effective method of doing so.   

 The activities offered at Llama Fest 2007 are indicative of the eclectic culture 

surrounding the lotus temple.  The central entertainment in the yard outside the temple 

was, of course, a series of llama-related events in which llamas with names ranging from 

the fantastic (Lady Arwen) to the patriotic (American Soldier) to the religiously 

significant (Shiva, Lakshman) were led through races and obstacle courses by twenty-two 

Mormon missionaries who wore their missionary name tags on their Llama Fest t-shirts.   
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Photograph 19: Mormon missionaries leading llamas through obstacle courses 

 

Caru announced their presence to the crowd with a traditional Vaishnava greeting, 

a loud “Haaaarribooooooooolll to the Mormon missionaries!”  The crowd became fully 

engaged in the llama events, particularly a baby llama beauty pageant in which winners 

are chosen based on the volume of the audience’s cheers.  As the events proceeded, Caru 

offered commentary from time to time, expressing a sense of reverence toward the 

animals, their beauty and their “mystical” character, demonstrating the profound respect 

for the lives and personalities of animals so important to Vaishnava practice.   

 At the same time as these activities were going on, musicians performed on the 

outside stage where they could entertain both the visitors and the llamas themselves.  

Following a blues act, the pan-Andean group Los Hermanos de los Andes took the stage 

and performed a variety of Andean pieces as a backdrop for the competition.  It was 

important to Caru that the llamas were able to hear and respond to the Andean band—he 

felt that at some level, the animals would feel more at home surrounded by music from 

their native region, much the way that he broadcasts certain music—as a way of having 

an impact on the well-being of the human world.  When the llamas raced to the radio 

tower and back, Caru specially requested that the band play some racing music, and they 

obliged with some virtuosic panpipe hocketing.   
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Photograph 20: Los Hermanos de los Andes accompanying llama race 

 

While the llama events and musical performances were the main focus of the 

festival, visitors could also feed the llamas and explore the rest of the animal farm, visit 

vendor booth, and watch a series of Latin American folk dances performed by groups of 

local children on a separate stage.  Inside the temple room, Jai Krishna ran a Q&A 

session scheduled to run from 5:00 until 8:00 p.m.—which instead ran until about 11:30. 

During the portions of the session that I observed, Jai was asked multiple times to 

demonstrate kirtan, and he played the harmonium and sang snippets of chant.  While no 

one joined in with his singing, I noticed reverence and rapt attention in the crowd while 

he performed, particularly from a girl who spontaneously closed her eyes, drew her feet 

into lotus position, and placed her hands in an open meditation pose every time he began 

to sing—even as the sound of an AC/DC song played too loudly by a cover band on the 

outside stage came through the temple walls.   

 

 

Festival of Colors 
 

 Perhaps the most remarkable festival—certainly the most remarkable kirtan—held 

annually at the Lotus Temple is Holi, the Festival of Colors.  Several myths explain the 

origins of Holi, but the best-known of these myths involves the virtuous child Prahlada 

who escaped the clutches of the demoness Holika, who was immune to the effects of fire.  
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Holika carried Prahlada into a fire assuming that he would be burned, but Prahlada’s 

virtue—and calling on the names of God—caused the plan to backfire, and Holika was 

destroyed while the child escaped unharmed.  Closely related is the myth of the demoness 

Putana, who failed to survive her attempt to murder the infant god Krishna with her 

poisonous breasts. (Gupta 1991:40).  Holi is celebrated by burning an effigy of the 

demoness in a bonfire, after which participants enthusiastically throw brightly colored 

paint at each other, as well as chanting kirtan.  Holi is often celebrated on the birthday of 

Lord Caitanya, the saint who popularized Krishna kirtan.  According to Jai Krishna:  

Lord Caitanya was the one who got everyone chanting, all over India, and 

somehow or other—its always been like this, in Utah at least—on Lord 

Caitanya’s appearance day a whole bunch of people will show up. Never really 

been here before, don’t know why they’re here, just curiosity, they heard there 

was food, but they all chant.  For some reason that’s the day they’ll all come and 

chant a lot, and then we’ll never see them again.  And I think that’s his potency 

really coming through the chanting.  There’s a certain energy that happens and I 

think its just that auspicious day and that auspicious time.  

 

 Holi festivals in Spanish Fork usually draw several thousand visitors—March 

2008 Holi drew over ten thousand—most of them from BYU and Utah Valley University.  

Holi generally involves dance performances, a ritual bathing of the gods, food, and other 

activities, but the festival climaxes at sunset, when participants light a bonfire containing 

a giant effigy of Holika.  When the demoness goes up in flame, participants open up bags 

of brightly colored paint powder which they hurl at each other as the entire temple area is 

engulfed in a cloud of pink, yellow, blue, purple, and green dust. At this point a rock 

band consisting of Hare Krishna devotees and a few Mormon friends begins playing Hare 

Krishna chants which, according to kirtan leader Jai Krishna Das, are generally 

traditional Indian melodies interpreted in a rock style. Festival goers participate loudly in 

the chants, singing along, dancing, moshing, and crowd surfing through a long and 

exuberant kirtan.  Jairam describes the participation of the festival attendees: 

Holi this year,  probably had somewhere between 6,000 and 7,000 people there, 

predominantly students from BYU and UVU, and Caru gets out there and gets 

everyone to chant and get everyone going [miming dialogue] “Hare!” And 

“Hare!” “Krishna!” “Krishna!” and we’re having rock-style kirtan and Jai 

Krishna’s leading, playing guitar, and rock and roll tunes that everybody knows 

and there’s crowd-surfing, people are jumping up and down at one point there was 

a huge conga line going through the whole property and it was amazing.   
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 Interestingly enough, the band that traditionally plays the kirtan at Festival of 

Colors isn’t necessarily composed of devotees.  Jai Krishna leads the singing, choosing 

mostly traditional temple melodies, and plays rhythm guitars, but the other band members 

are members of the local LDS community.  Jai describes Joel Bradford, a humanities 

professor and leader of the Good Karma Blues Band, so named because of his association 

with the Hare Krishna temple, as a “zen Mormon” whose “heart is so huge.”  Guitarist 

and avid Beatles fan Kirk was attracted to the Hare Krishna temple after watching a 

performance of “My Sweet Lord,” a song about Krishna, at a tribute concert to George 

Harrison, who was a Krishna devotee.  “He’s as LDS as they come,” Jai says, “but its 

hard not to see a crowd full of people all chanting the names of God, getting along, 

having fun, don’t need to be crazy, don’t have to take drugs, and it does affect him.  I 

remember after one of the festivals he looked up and was like, “Man, I love this place.” 

Jai talks about the various band members and muses 

They’re all pretty much all Mormons, I think, but somehow or other they just help 

us with the festival.  I don’t know why… this temple is spread so thin, in terms of 

man power and everything, and I don’t know how we pulled it off, I really don’t.  

So we need a rock band and someone just comes and says, “Oh I play blues,” and 

we don’t even practice.  I mean, we just say, here’s the music, and before we 

know it it’s just like [gasp of astonishment] we just pulled it off again, there are 

like 3000 people jumping and screaming at the top of their lungs having the time 

of their lives, and we didn’t even practice. 

 

 Caru considers the Utah Holi an event of great importance in terms of spiritual 

life.  He describes a meeting of temple presidents in which he was called on, even 

challenged, to explain the events being held in Spanish Fork.   

I said well, look at these videos on YouTube and I think you’ll agree with me on 

certain points: that this is the biggest kirtan in North America, maybe the history 

of North America, especially last year attendance was through the roof.  And I 

said, it’s the biggest kirtan, and I said, these are not devotees.  LA Rath Yatra, 

New York, they’re all devotees chanting with maybe a few people in the street 

just joining, but these people are not devotees.  Most of them have never been to 

the temple before, nor have they ever chanted the Hare Krishna mantra before 

today.  And yet this is the biggest in terms of number and if you look at them 

you’ll see that its as enthusiastic, they’re chanting as enthusiastically as any 

comparable group of devotees…our whole thing is to introduce new people to 

Krishna Consciousness, that’s what we do, we introduce new people to Krishna 
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Consciousness and so you’ll find that the festivals here, the people are comprised 

of people who are not devotees, and there’s hardly any other temple that does that. 

 

This goes along with Caru’s earlier assessment that while other temples may make more 

converts in this lifetime, the Spanish Fork temple brings Krishna into more lives, and 

makes more converts in the next.  Jairam sums up the spiritual significance of such an 

event:  

It’s making attempts to engage people.  They’re already here, they’re already 

curious, they’re on the property and they’re curious.  And if you explain things, 

make things comfortable to people, then you take the fear factor out of it.  

Prabhupada always said, Krishna consciousness is not an unnatural imposition on 

the mind. Its remembering our natural position as servants of God. 

 

 

 

Moshing for Krishna: Musical Communitas 

 

 The ecstatic kirtan performed at Festival of Colors, for all of its light-hearted rock 

festival feeling, represents the profound potential that kirtan, and sacred, celebratory 

music in general, has for uniting communities.  Historically speaking, kirtan has always 

been a surprisingly democratic activity.  In chapter 1 I explained how ancient priests were 

revered for the powers associated with their position, and Bhakti yoga was a “popular 

pietistic movement” which developed in protest of this “ritually-oriented 

orthodoxy”(Slawek 1998:77, 82-85).  This bhakti movement was pioneered by “great 

religious reformers who did not belong to the priest class, but were from the 

masses”(Sathanathan 1996:247), and who exhibited an “egalitarian attitude in accepting 

new members into [their] fold, a practice in direct defiance of the strict hierarchical social 

order imposed by the brahmanic orthodoxy (Slawek 1998:78).” 

 Milton Singer identifies two major purposes for the musical performance of 

chant: one is the salvific effect of great emotion experienced in the service of God, but 

the second is “reducing the consciousness of caste, sect, and regional differences and the 

tensions generated by this consciousness” (Singer 1966:121). Victor Turner, in his 

seminal work on social structure, defines two major modes of social organization, or 

“models for human inter-relatedness,” as he calls them: a highly structured, hierarchical 
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organization, and a relatively unstructured and undifferentiated state of interaction, or 

communitas (Turner 1969:96).   

 India is regarded as one of the most stratified of cultures: very strict rules govern 

gender relationships, boundaries between religious groups are marked by a history of 

violence, and an all-encompassing caste system prescribes codes of behavior and 

interaction for elite and “untouchable” alike.  Given the rigorous segregation between 

social groups required by the caste system, there is a particular significance to the 

temporary release of this structure through the development of kirtan and other events 

which offer religious justification for communitas, what Turner calls “giving recognition 

to an essential and generic bond, without which there could be no society”(ibid. 97).  

John Blacking asserts that music is significant to communities because “problems in 

human societies begin when people learn less about love, because love is the basis of our 

existence as human beings…the hard task is to love, and music is a skill that prepares 

man for this most difficult task” (Blacking 1973:103).  

 One of the most important aspects of kirtan, then, is its ability to create 

communitas among participants.  Slawek’s informant states that “As long as we are doing 

kirtan…we will not think in favor or against anybody, not about anyone's qualities or 

defects, we will just concentrate and think that we are singing kirtan” (Slawek 1998:84). 

During kirtan, members of the highest castes embrace so-called “untouchables,” and both 

prostrate themselves together before Krishna.  However, Singer warns against reading too 

much into the kirtan: all too often, divisions are re-established as soon as the music falls 

silent and the temporary sense of communitas fades (Singer 1966:123-24).  Nevertheless, 

Charles R. Brooks, in introducing his study of American devotees in India, points out that 

“bhakti movements have always been a force subversive to ideological inequality” 

(Charles 1989:25), which partially explains why kirtan and Krishna worship were first 

embraced by so many counterculture youth in 1960’s America.   

 While American society is not divided into castes like Indian society, the United 

States is still subject to significant social divisions involving race, ethnicity, religion, 

gender, education, and socio-economic status, which can be similarly mediated through 

kirtan.  The Hare Krishna movement, particularly in its early days, has been viewed as 

something of a “revitalization movement, “in which groups of devotees hope for “the 
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destruction of existing institutional forms and the construction of more satisfying forms” 

(Daner 1976:2).   

 Turner writes that social communitas involves entering into a liminal state, a 

transitional state existing outside of normal social conventions, and a state which is 

characterized by the shedding of markers of social distinction and the adoption of 

ambiguous, indeterminate attributes, a lack of concern with appearance and status, 

humility, comradeship, and a willingness to laugh (Turner 1969:95).  Certainly a layer of 

colored paint serves to erase all visible markers of social distinction, from skin color to 

clothing marked for status distinction, as well as to detach a person from identification 

with personal appearance.  And, as Jai Krishna says, “after you’re covered with colors, 

you just lose your inhibitions as far as—we all look ridiculous, let’s just chant and have 

fun.”   

 In the process of throwing the colors and participating in kirtan, festival goers—

even those who otherwise don’t identify themselves with Krishna consciousness—make a 

deliberate effort to embrace the ambiguous, indeterminate, and even somewhat foolish 

attributes which Turner describes as characterizing liminal personalities. Turner identifies 

liminality in figures such as jesters, jokers, beggars, and simpletons, those who might be 

termed “holy fools” (Turner 1969:109-10).  The laughter of the holy fool, along with the 

dancing and stage diving of the color-bespattered festival participant, can be considered 

in itself part of the religious act performed by all involved, as laughter is one of the 

actions which Csordas wrote can be “objectified as sacred if their spontaneous occurrence 

is thematized as out of the ordinary, the ‘otherness,’ which, according to Eliade is the 

formal criterion of the sacred” (Csordas 2002:70). 

 Festival attendees, both Mormon and Krishna, revel in this otherness.  News 

footage taken at this year’s festival shows camera crews interviewing a group of Mormon 

students who came to the festival dressed in rather silly-looking white suits for the 

specific purpose of displaying the colors more clearly (myfoxutah.com).  Some festival 

participants even make attempts to incorporate this undifferentiated, slightly comical 

liminal state into a more lasting identity.  In the weeks following the festival I noticed 

that a surprising number of my friends (and their friends) on the social networking 

website Facebook changed their profile pictures—which are the only aspect of their 
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identities, other than their names, viewable to the general public—to display pictures of 

themselves covered with festival paint, an evident attempt to telegraph this liminality as 

defining their identities.  During the years when I attended the festival as a participant 

myself I overheard many conversations expressing the idea that all groups of people are 

equalized by the colors because everyone looks equally silly when covered with paint, 

and among my friends it was almost a badge of honor to go places after the festival 

covered in paint and all that the paint symbolized.  Now I wonder about the unspoken 

reactions of the wait staff at a Thai restaurant that we were particularly fond of 

patronizing, when we walked in covered with pink and purple and green, and asked to be 

seated.  They never asked us any questions, and to us it was important to preserve our 

liminality for as long as possible.  

 Turner describes a phenomenon among the Ndembu called “white laughter” 

which “represents fellowship and good company” (Turner 1969:104).  This notion of 

“white laughter” might be equally applied to Hare Krishnas and their Christian neighbors 

at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna temple. Turner writes that “a mystical character is assigned 

to the sentiment of human kindness in most types of liminality, and in most cultures this 

stage of transition is brought closely in touch with beliefs in the protective and punitive 

powers of divine…beings or powers” (ibid. 105). 

 A belief in the power of human kindness and its connection to divinity is perhaps 

the most important factor in bringing people together in spite of marked religious 

differences in an atmosphere of shared celebration.  Christians and Hindus both teach that 

there is honor in being a servant of God—a liminal position—and therefore in adopting a 

mindset of humility which extends respect and kindness to other people—a state of 

communitas which dissolves boundaries and promotes egalitarianism.  The practice of 

celebratory kirtan may be used to create communitas on a broad stage, breaking down 

social boundaries between the movement and those groups that exist outside of it. 

 American society is not subject to many of the rigid social divisions, which 

characterize Indian society. Moreover, many Americans pride themselves on a sense of 

egalitarianism, social mobility, and diversity.  Certainly one of the prominent master 

narratives of American national identity involves pilgrims coming to the “new world” in 

search of religious and ideological freedom, and in many cases a resulting sense of 
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openness has paved the way for different groups to not merely co-exist and tolerate each 

other, but to embrace and even participate in each other’s rituals, adopting them into their 

own eclectic worldviews. This said, the United States, like any other country, has a long 

history of violence stemming from religious intolerance.   Certainly much of the Mormon 

population of Spanish Fork is made up of descendants from the Mormon pioneers, a 

group which was, 150 years ago, driven to an isolated location on what was then the 

frontier by religious intolerance and mob violence.  A collective memory of this fact 

among Utah Mormons has influenced some members of the community to react to their 

Krishna neighbors with particular sympathy, bonding over a sense of shared 

marginalization.  

 In the past seven years since September 11, 2001, American society has faced a 

particularly severe identity crisis as citizens have struggled to reconcile their desire for 

tolerance with their fear of religious terrorism.  The ideological and political line dividing 

religions has become an increasingly volatile one.  In many parts of the world, the line 

between two religions as different as Christianity and Hinduism would be marked by 

violence.  In Utah the line is blurred by a rainbow of colored paint and by the sound of 

enthusiastic chanting.  There is profound meaning in the celebration and performance of 

kirtan at the Sri Sri Radha Krishna temple in Spanish Fork, Utah, where members of a 

community marked by distinctive faiths come together to embrace each other in an 

exuberant shared experience.   In this thesis I have explored several dimensions of music 

as catalyst for religious experience: music as reflection of the personality, as well as the 

name of Krishna; music as means toward relationship with the divine; and music as 

transformative element in the effort to live spiritually in a physical world.   One final 

transformation is found in practicing kirtan: the transformation of previously separate 

groups of people into communities.   
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